Welcome to the third edition of the Intersurgical® i-gel® bibliography, which now features even more studies, case reports and correspondence relating to this innovative airway management device, up to April 2017.

The i-gel® is a second generation supraglottic airway, made of a medical grade thermoplastic elastomer, designed to create a non-inflatable anatomical seal of the pharyngeal, laryngeal and perilaryngeal structures. An integrated gastric channel provides an early warning of regurgitation, facilitates venting of gas from the stomach and allows for the passing of a suction tube to empty the stomach contents. The device also includes a buccal cavity stabiliser to provide vertical strength during insertion and eliminate the potential for rotation.

The first study on i-gel® was conducted by Richard Levitan and his team at the University of Maryland Medical Center in Baltimore, USA. This landmark study on the positioning and mechanics of i-gel® in 65 non-embalmed cadavers was initially presented as a free paper at the UK Difficult Airway Society meeting in Leicester in November 2004 and accepted for publication in Anaesthesia in April 2005. i-gel® was subsequently launched in January 2007 at the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland Winter Meeting in London, UK.

The first independent clinical data on patients was a letter to the editor of Resuscitation from David Gabbott and Richard Beringer at Gloucester Royal Hospital in the UK. This correspondence, entitled, ‘The i-gel® supraglottic airway: A potential role for resuscitation?’ reported initial findings on the use of i-gel® in 100 patients presenting for elective surgery under general anaesthesia.

Since the publication of this letter, i-gel® has been the subject of numerous, peer reviewed clinical studies, case reports and correspondence. The objective of this bibliography is to provide a comprehensive list of all known published data on i-gel®.

Each study listed includes a brief summary description. These summaries are not intended to provide a comprehensive overview of the study concerned, only to assist the reader in deciding whether a particular paper is relevant to their area of interest, prior to obtaining a copy of the full document for review. The bibliography also provides an index by first author and journal title.

Every attempt has been made to include all known data, irrespective of outcome, so as to allow the reader every opportunity to obtain a balanced overview of the clinical data that exists for i-gel®.

We have not altered any of the study titles, instead leaving them as the authors intended. This includes trademark variations.

Whilst every attempt has been made to provide accurate information, we apologise in advance for any errors or omissions and will be pleased to make any corrections brought to our notice in any following edition. We hope you find this bibliography interesting and useful.
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Anaesthesia Adult

Sore throat following three adult supraglottic airway devices: A randomised controlled trial
Comparison of the incidence of sore throat in 546 patients following use of LMA Unique®, LMA Supreme® and the i-gel®. Primary outcome was the incidence of sore throat 24 hours postoperatively. Authors concluded that sore throat recordings were not significantly different between the three devices.

I-gel airway for advanced uses: a case of successful utilization of this second-generation supraglottic airway device for controlled ventilation during general anaesthesia in lateral decubitus position
Shiraishi Zapata CJ. Minerva Anestesiol. 2017 Feb; 83(2): 219-220
Letter to editor reporting the case of successful controlled ventilation in lateral decubitus position on a 39-year-old male. i-gel size 4 chosen after failed tracheal intubation. No evidence of trauma or pharyngeal inflammation.

Calling the patient’s own name facilitates recovery from general anaesthesia: a randomised double-blind trial
Jung YS, Paik H, Min SH, Choo H, Seo M, Babk JH, Seo JH. Anaesthesia. 2017 Feb; 72(2): 197-203
Random allocation of patients into two groups: one with a name-specific verbal command and one using a general term. Time to i-gel removal was quicker in the name group.

Comparison of the i-gel and other supraglottic airways in adult manikin studies: systematic review and meta-analysis
Authors conducted a specialised search of study databases for eligible randomised controlled trials, setting device insertion time and first-attempts insertion success rate as their primary outcomes. In the 14 RCTs included, i-gel was faster than the majority of other supraglottic airways. Authors concluded that the ‘unapparent advantage’ of insertion success rate indicated the need for further evidence gathering in this area.

I-Gel is a suitable alternative to endotracheal tubes in the laparoscopic pneumoperitoneum and trendelenburg position
Randomised controlled trial of 40 patients divided equally between i-gel and ETT groups. Leak fraction was the primary outcome, defined as leak volume divided by inspired tidal volume. In the LPT position, no difference was recorded in the leak fraction. In the i-gel group there was ‘notably less’ leakage in LPT position than in supine - this difference was not observed in the ETT group. Incidence of postoperative sore throat was significantly lower in the i-gel group.

Dexmedetomidine infusion as an anesthetic adjuvant to general anesthesia for appropriate surgical field visibility during modified radical mastectomy with i-gel: a randomized
**control study**


Sixty female patients split in to equal groups, one receiving a dexmedetomidine dose, the other saline as control. Patients receiving the dose infusion showed significantly less bleeding in the surgical field.

**Lingual nerve palsy after i-gel® use**


Case report of a patient who suffered from tongue numbness after use of the i-gel.

**Comparison of the clinical performances of Air-Q®sp and i-Gel for airway management under general anesthesia with a muscle relaxant**


Randomised study comparing insertion attempts, insertion time and postoperative complications (among other parameters recorded) on 37 adult patients after concerns that the i-gel sometimes fails to fit or ventilate sufficiently in Japanese patients. Results showed that two patients in the Air-Q®sp group failed, compared to one in the i-gel group.

**A comparison of QTc intervals after laryngoscopic intubation and i-gel insertion during propofol-sevoflurane anaesthesia**

*Byon HJ, Song J, Shinn HK, Song K, Lee C, Lim H. Minerva Anestesiol. 2016 Mar 11*

Patients were randomly assigned to either the i-gel or intubation group and induced using propofol or sevoflurane. Peak QTc interval was lower in the i-gel group. Authors conclude the i-gel ‘may be advantageous’ to patients at risk of QTc prolongation.

**Comparison of the clinical performance of i-gel, LMA Supreme and LMA ProSeal in elective surgery**


Comparison trial conducted on 150 patients, with primary outcome - leak pressure - highest in the i-gel group. The device was also faster to insert and recorded lower airway morbidity.

**Comparison between supraglottic airway devices and endotracheal tubes in patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery: A systematic review and meta-analysis**


In total, 17 randomised controlled trials were identified fitting the parameters outlined. Incidence of postoperative complications including cough at removal, dysphagia, sore throat and laryngospasm were higher in the ETT group. However no differences were shown regarding insertion success at first attempt and insertion time, among others.

**Postoperative sore throat: a systematic review**


Review into use of supraglottic airway devices against tracheal intubation in general anaesthesia. Authors suggest that, in adults, i-gel results in a lower incidence of post-operative sore throat.
A comparison of the I-Gel supraglottic device with endotracheal intubation for bronchoscopic lung volume reduction coil treatment


Prospective observational study on 22 patients comparing the use of i-gel against orotracheal intubation. Tidal volume, peak pressure, gas leaks and adverse events were recorded. Authors conclude i-gel is ‘an effective and safe alternative’ to OTI in this scenario.

Comparison of remifentanil EC50 for facilitating i-gel and laryngeal mask airway insertion with propofol anesthesia


Randomised study comparing 41 female patients across two groups: i-gel and LMA®, undergoing anaesthesia. EC50 of remifentanil concentration for i-gel insertion was significantly lower.

Comparison of oropharyngeal leak pressure and clinical performance of LMA ProSeal™ and i-gel® in adults: Meta-analysis and systematic review


Online searches of popular databases resulted in 14 randomised controlled trials being included. Overall, leak pressure was higher with ProSeal, but i-gel was faster to insert, had lower incidence of blood staining on removal and sore throat.

Pillow height for i-gel® insertion: a randomized clinical trial


Randomised controlled trial of 70 patients divided into two groups by height: low (4cm), and high (12cm). Performed by novice doctors, insertion efficacy difference between groups did not differ.

Aphonia after shoulder surgery: case report


Report of a 52-year-old female who developed aphonia related to IBPB.

Evaluation of pH in the removed i-gel after general anesthesia: a prospective observational study.


Study to test the pH levels in the i-gel after removal.

Abandoning use of 1st generation SAD - Throwing the baby out with the bathwater?

Pearson K Anaesthesia Correspondence Website. 2016. Accessed 22 May.

In the original post, and in response to Cook and Kelly’s study on abandoning vintage laryngeal masks (Br J Anaesth. 2015 Oct; 115(4): 497-9), Pearson cautions against the ‘universal replacement of 1st generation devices’ especially considering sub-group care (paediatrics), versatility, training and cost, and instead suggests there should not be a one-size-fits-all approach. Pearson also comments on the significant move towards the use of i-gel in her hospital.

In response to this, Cook and Kelly suggests clinicians use the best performing
and safest device where available as first choice. Cook and Kelly make mention of the two published meta-analyses on i-gel in children by Choi GJ et al and Maitra S et al.

Pressure support ventilation with the I-gel in intensive care unit: case report
Report of use of i-gel in intensive care unit on 49-year-old female with respiratory distress. Size 3 inserted at first attempt after three failed attempts at tracheal intubation.

Sniffing Position and i-gel Rotation Approach for i-gel Insertion under General Anesthesia
Study on 50 adults to test the efficacy of i-gel insertion assistance techniques - sniffing the morning air position and rotation. Average insertion time was 24 seconds at first attempt. Authors conclude both techniques ‘can be used for insertion’.

Male patients require higher optimal effect-site concentrations of propofol during i-gel insertion with dexmedetomidine 0.5 μg/kg
40 patients were split into equal gender groups prior to insertion. The EC50 of propofol in men was approximately 40% higher than in women. Gender should be considered when determining optimal dose of propofol, according to the authors.

Successful airway management with i-gel in the lateral position for a patient combined with sulcus vocalis
Report of successful airway management of a 62-year-old male with intractable hoarseness. Upon extubation, no increased hoarseness reported. i-gel recommended by authors for patients with sulcus vocalis.

Comparison of a Supraglottic Gel Device and an Endotracheal Tube in Keratoplasty Performed Under General Anesthesia: A Randomized Clinical Trial
Study to assess the safety of the i-gel in keratoplasty performed under general anaesthesia, compared to tracheal tube intubation. No surgical complications reported in either group.

Advances and Controversies in Perioperative Airway Management
A special issue of the journal focusing on the progress, innovations and controversies in perioperative airway management.

Assessment of suitability of i-gel and laryngeal mask airway-supreme for controlled ventilation in anesthetized paralyzed patients: A prospective randomized trial
Patients were split into i-gel and LMA Supreme® groups, with insertion attempts, time and any manoeuvres needed forming outcomes, along with peak inspiratory pressure (PIP). LMA-S was inserted successfully in more patients, but with no significant difference in PIP.

Application of the LMA-Supreme™ and i-gel™ laryngeal masks during pelvic operations in adults
90 patients divided into two groups, i-gel and LMA Supreme®. Latter group required less time to insertion and gastric tube indwelling time, but i-gel group had fewer complications. Authors conclude both devices are safe and effective for this procedure.

Role of laryngeal mask airway in laparoscopic cholecystectomy
Literature search performed on laryngeal mask airway devices with drain tubes to determine efficacy of ventilation and protection against aspiration when compared with tracheal intubation. Results included studies on LMA Supreme, LMA Classic®, LMA ProSeal® and i-gel.

Laryngoscopy facilitates successful i-gel insertion by novice doctors: a prospective randomized controlled trial
Trial on 84 adults assigned to either laryngoscopy or control groups, with number of attempts to successful insertion and difficulty of insertion the primary outcomes measured. Results suggest that laryngoscopy facilitates i-gel insertion by novice doctors.

Comparison of i-gel® and LMA Supreme® during laparoscopic cholecystectomy
93 patients were allocated into i-gel or LMA Supreme groups, with insertion time, attempts and fibreoptic view of glottis recorded. No significant differences were recorded.

I-gel as an alternative to endotracheal tube in adult laparoscopic surgeries: A comparative study
60 patients were randomly assigned to either the i-gel or ETT group. Ease, insertion attempts and insertion time were measured, followed by gastric tube insertion attempts and perioperative complications. i-gel was quicker to insert and is a safe and suitable alternative to ETT in this scenario.

Comparison of three supraglottic airway devices for airway rescue in the prone position: A manikin-based study
Insertion of i-gel, ProSeal and LMA Classic were studied in prone position. Time to insertion, ease of insertion, bronchoscopic view and insertion score were compared. i-gel was the quickest and easiest to insert.
Comparison of I-gel with Classic Laryngeal Mask Airway Regarding the Ease of Use and Clinical Performance


Insertion time and successful first attempt incidence were measured within the 50 patients assigned to the device groups. I-gel was quicker to insert and other results ‘did not differ’. Authors conclude i-gel may be ‘a more advantageous’ device compared with LMA.

A prospective randomized comparative study to compare the hemodynamic and metabolic stress response due to endotracheal intubation and i-gel usage during laparoscopic cholecystectomy


64 patients were randomly assigned to either the i-gel or ETT group, with venous blood samples taken after induction and 20 minutes following. Authors conclude i-gel is ‘a suitable, effective and safe’ alternative to ETT in this scenario.

Third generation supraglottic airway devices: an undefined concept and misused term. Time for an updated classification of supraglottic airway devices


Letter to the editor suggesting the term ‘third generation’ is a confused term used primarily for marketing and should therefore be abandoned. The author makes some suggestions for an updated classification.

A prospective study to evaluate and compare laryngeal mask

Airway ProSeal and i-gel airway in the prone position


40 patients were allocated to either the i-gel or ProSeal group. Insertion of i-gel on first attempt was successful in 17 of 20 patients, compared to 16 for ProSeal, and was faster to insert. Authors conclude ProSeal provided the better seal but insertion was easier with i-gel.

Time to abandon the ‘vintage’ laryngeal mask airway and adopt second-generation supraglottic airway devices as first choice


Editorial posing the question of whether the cLMA (and equivalent SADs) still have a place in modern airway practice or whether it is time to move on and consider whether second generation devices, defined as ‘those with specific design features intended to reduce the risk of aspiration’, should now be the first choice.

Effect of pneumoperitoneum and Trendelenberg position on oropharyngeal sealing pressure of I-gel™ and ProSeal LMA™ in laparoscopic gynecological surgery: A randomized controlled trial


60 patients were enrolled to either i-gel or ProSeal groups, with the primary objective to compare sealing pressure. Authors conclude ProSeal gave a better seal.
Comparison of the i-gel™ and the Laryngeal Mask Airway Classic™ in terms of clinical performance
Performance of i-gel vs LMA Classic was measured in 120 patients, with respect to successful insertion attempts, insertion time, peak airway pressure, regurgitation, fibreoptic glottic view and postoperative complications. i-gel gave a shorter insertion time and better fibreoptic view.

Supraglottic Airway Devices and Effect on Voice-Comparison of LMA Proseal and i-gel: Double-Blind Randomized Clinical Trial
90 adult patients were randomly assigned to LMA Proseal and i-gel groups, with voice evaluated using perceptive and acousitc analysis. In both groups voice results deteriorated comparably.

Comparing performance of ProSeal laryngeal mask airway and I-gel in anesthetized adult patients
Zhang JQ, Meng FM, Xue FS, Li RP. Saudi Med J. 2015 Sep; 36(9): 1130
Questions raised as to the interpretation of results given, particularly user experience and insertion method of ProSeal. Response from original study author is also declared within.

Propofol requirement for insertion of I-gel versus laryngeal mask airway: A comparative dose finding study using Dixon’s up-and-down method
This randomised controlled trial compared propofol requirements for i-gel and LMA Classic when inserted 60 seconds after injection. i-gel required a significantly lower dose.

A randomized controlled trial of the effect of preoperative dexmedetomidine on the half maximal effective concentration of propofol for successful i-gel insertion without muscle relaxants
37 patients were randomly allocated to either a dexmedetomidine or control (saline) group. Authors conclude that preoperative dexmedetomidine reduced the EC50 of propofol.

I-gel saves the day: Bradycardia and apnea in a patient undergoing burr hole and evacuation for a subdural hematoma under scalp block
Singh RB, Rizvi MM, Rasheed MA, Sarkar A. Anesth Essays Res. 2015 May-Aug; 9(2): 244-6
Report of a 32-year-old male who became bradychardic and apneic. An i-gel was inserted and the case was managed ‘very well’.

The comparison of Proseal and i-gel laryngeal mask airways in anesthetized adult patients under controlled ventilation
Randomised group of 80 patients split into i-gel and ProSeal groups, with
insertion time, gastric tube insertion and complications among the results measured. Insertion was easier and quicker with i-gel.

Comparison of the Disposable Streamlined Liner of the Pharynx Airway and the Disposable I-gel in Anaesthetized, Paralyzed Adults: A Randomized Prospective Study

Patients were evenly distributed between the two device groups, with ease and number of insertions, insertion speed and leak pressure amongst outcomes measured. SLIPA™ appeared to be quicker to insert, however blood staining incidence was higher.

I-gel versus laryngeal mask airway-Proseal: Comparison of two supraglottic airway devices in short surgical procedures

Ease and time to insertion, airway sealing pressure and adverse events were measured in this study of 60 patients randomly allocated to i-gel and ProSeal groups. i-gel proved easier to insert and less traumatic.

Randomized comparison of the i-gel™ with the LMA Supreme (™) in anesthetized adult patients

140 patients split into device groups, with speed of insertion, success rates, leak pressure and tidal volume evaluated. i-gel proved quicker to insert and generally the results were comparable.

Complications Associated with the Use of Supraglottic Airway Devices in Perioperative Medicine

Review highlighting the complications that may arise from the use of supraglottic airways, including aspiration and regurgitation of gastric contents, compression of vascular structures and nerve injury.

Influence of Head and Neck Position on Oropharyngeal Leak Pressure and Cuff Position with the ProSeal Laryngeal Mask Airway and the I-Gel: A Randomized Clinical Trial
Zhang JQ, Meng FM, Xue FS, Li RP. Saudi Med J. 2015 Sep; 36(9): 113090

Questions raised as to the interpretation of results given, particularly user experience and insertion method of ProSeal. Response from original study author is also declared within.

Propofol requirement for insertion of I-gel versus laryngeal mask airway: A comparative dose finding study using Dixon’s up-and-down method

After induction of anaesthesia and device insertion, head position was randomly changed from neutral to flexion, extension and lateral rotation. Leak pressure, fibreoptic view and ventilation scores were among the results measured. Effective ventilation can be performed with both devices, but ‘extreme precaution’ should be taken in flexion position using ProSeal.
Comparison of the proseal, supreme, and i-gel SAD in gynecological laparoscopic surgeries


105 patients were randomly distributed between the three device groups. Initial leak pressure, insertion time, ease of placement and airway morbidity results all favoured the i-gel.

Comparison of the i-gel and the laryngeal mask airway proseal during general anesthesia: a systematic review and meta-analysis.


During the meta-analysis, 12 studies were evaluated to find no significant differences in first attempt success rate, leak pressure and quality of fibroptic view between the devices. i-gel had a shorter insertion time and lower blood staining, incidence of sore throat and dysphagia.

Success rate of airway devices insertion: laryngeal mask airway versus supraglottic gel device


A single-blind randomised trial on 61 patients allocated into i-gel and LMA Classic groups. Airway placement was categorised into three groups: first, second and third attempts. Success rate, insertion time and postoperative complications were measured. i-gel a ‘good alternative’ to cLMA in this scenario.

Does prewarming the i-gel supraglottic airway device fit the larynx better compared to keeping it at room temperature for non-paralysed, sedated patients: a randomised controlled trial


Patients were assigned to a warm (at 42 degrees centigrade) or control room temperature group. Number of attempts until successful insertion and sealing pressure were compared. Authors conclude that pre-warming did not increase insertion success rate.

Comparison of the Disposable Streamlined Liner of the Pharynx Airway and the Disposable I-gel in Anaesthetized, Paralyzed Adults: A Randomized Prospective Study


Patients were evenly distributed between the two device groups, with ease and number of insertions, insertion speed and leak pressure amongst outcomes measured. SLIPA appeared to be quicker to insert, however blood staining incidence was higher.

A performance comparison of the paediatric i-gel with other supraglottic airway devices

Smith P, Bailey CR. Anaesthesia. 2015 Jan; 70(1): 84-92

Review of 62 published articles, including 14 randomised controlled trials, comparing i-gel with other supraglottic airway devices in children. Leak pressure was found to be the most common primary outcome. Authors conclude i-gel is ‘at least equivalent’ to other devices, and may give higher leak pressures and improved fibroptic view of the glottis.
Comparison of the I-gel laryngeal mask airway with the LMA-supreme for airway management in patients undergoing elective lumbar vertebral surgery


Patients were randomised between the two groups, with device inserted in supine position. Insertion time and attempts, airway peak pressure and complications were among results measured. i-gel provided a higher airway seal pressure in the prone position and both devices recorded low complication rates.

Comparison of insertion of the modified i-gel airway for oral surgery with the LMA Flexible: a manikin study


Manikin study, including novice practitioners, using a modified i-gel device and LMA Flexible™. Mean insertion time was significantly shorter for the modified i-gel.

Comparison of i-gel™ and laryngeal mask airway in anesthetized paralyzed patients


64 patients assigned to either i-gel or cLMA groups in this randomised controlled trial. Results showed i-gel was ‘significantly’ quicker to insert.

A systematic review and meta-analysis of the i-gel(*) vs laryngeal mask airway in adults


31 adult randomised controlled trials on i-gel against the LMA were assessed, finding that the main clinical advantage of i-gel was less frequent sore throat.

About laryngeal mask: is the lowest price material the better cost-efficacy choice?


Using LMA Unique as a reference, cost efficacy comparisons were made against i-gel, Ambu® AuraOnce™ and LMA Supreme. Conclusions suggested that latest generation devices are still expensive despite low rate of complications.

Management of a transbronchial cryobiopsy using the i-gel airway and the Arndt endobronchial blocker


Letter indicating that use of the i-gel provides an optimum conduit for performing this technique and allows for control of bleeding complications when used with the Arndt blocker.

Randomized prospective trial comparing two supraglottic airway devices: i-gel™ and LMA-Supreme™ in paralyzed patients

Joly N, Poulin LP, Tanoubi I, Drolet P, Donati F, St-Pierre P. Can J Anaesth. 2014 Sep; 61(9): 794-800

100 patients were randomised between the two device groups, with 92%
inserted successfully in both. i-gel recorded a shorter insertion time and higher incidence of complete vocal chord visualisation.

**Soft Palate Ulceration After Brief Use of an i-Gel Supraglottic Airway**


A case of extensive soft palate ulceration after the use of i-gel.

**Editorial Comment: Mucosal Erosion of the Cricoid Cartilage After the Use of an i-Gel Supraglottic Airway Device in a Patient with Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal Hyperostosis AND Soft Palate Ulceration After Brief Use of an i-Gel Supraglottic Airway**


Comment on two case reports by Schaer et al and de Graaff et al in which the importance of evaluating risk factors for difficult supraglottic airway use were highlighted. Author focuses on the importance of understanding recommended insertion techniques as part of greater knowledge of SADs.

**Mucosal Erosion of the Cricoid Cartilage After the Use of an i-Gel Supraglottic Airway Device in a Patient with Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal Hyperostosis**


Reported case on an 82-year-old patient with previously undiagnosed diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis of the cervical spine.

**Use of i-gel for caesarean section with kyphoscoliosis**


Patient presented for emergency caesarean section with scar tenderness. i-gel was inserted at the first attempt and there was no audible leak during ventilation.

**Successful airway management using i-gel in 7 patients undergoing awake craniotomy**


Report of cases using i-gel successfully with easy insertion, concluding that the device is useful in this scenario.

**Is I-gel airway a better option to endotracheal tube airway for sevoflurane-fentanyl anesthesia during cardiac surgery?**


49 adult patients were randomly assigned between each device group, with fentanyl doses, hemodynamic parameters and mean arterial pressure among results taken at various points throughout the procedure. i-gel requires less anaesthetic doses in this scenario.

**Evaluation of a new supraglottic airway device in ambulatory surgery: the I-gel**


100 patients scheduled for short duration elective surgery were included, with ease of insertion, leak fraction, gastric leak, complications and ease of insertion among
the parameters measured. Success rate of insertion was 99%, with first-attempt success at 92%. Authors conclude that the I-gel can be used ‘safely and effectively’.

**i-gel™ in Ambulatory Surgery: A Comparison with LMA-ProSeal™ in Paralyzed Anaesthetized Patients.**


Ease of insertion and time taken to placement and post-operative complications were measured. i-gel was easier to insert with a shorter insertion time.

**Application of PEEP using the i-gel during volume-controlled ventilation in anesthetized, paralyzed patients**


After placement of an i-gel device in 40 patients, 20 were ventilated without PEEP while the other half received 5cmH₂O. Incidences of significant leaks and leak volumes were similar in both groups.

**Use of extraglottic airways in patients undergoing ambulatory laparoscopic surgery without the need for tracheal intubation**


Ransomised control trial comparing LMA Supreme with i-gel in 70 patients, with leak pressure, insertion success rates and leak fractions among the outcomes measured. While no post-operative complications were reported with i-gel, three patients suffered mild sore throat and one had mucosal injury in the Supreme group. i-gel had a higher but ‘clinically inconsequential’ leak fraction.

**Reverse technique for i-gel® supraglottic airway insertion**


Case reported of tongue folding during procedure on a 30-year-old woman. Usual insertion technique did not provide a patent airway, so the authors confirm they used a reverse technique - proving successful. Authors conclude the technique was atraumatic and may be a suitable back-up.

**Failed tracheal intubation in obstetric anaesthesia: 2 yr national case–control study in the UK**


The purpose of this UK-wide study was to further evaluate the predetermined rate that one in 250 obstetric patients suffer failed intubation whilst undergoing general anaesthesia. Due to the lack of national figures, the study used the UK Obstetric Surveillance System (UKOSS) of data collection in centres across the UK to record incidence, risk factors and any reports of failed intubations. All contacted centres responded, equalling 57 completed reports, giving a unit-based estimation of one case in every 224 patients. Univariate analyses also recorded in detail in this report.

**i-gel® supraglottic airway in clinical practice: a prospective observational multicentre study**

*Theiler L, Gutzmann M, Kleine-Brueggeney M, Urwyler N, Kaempfen B, Greif R. Br J*
Over a period of 24 months, 2049 uses of the i-gel were measured across five independent hospitals in Switzerland to evaluate insertion success rates, leak pressures, adverse events, and risk factors for failure. Patients’ mean age was 47 years. The authors concluded that the i-gel is a reliable device, failing in less than 5% of patients and providing high leak pressures. Serious adverse events are rare.

Comparison of the Proseal LMA® and intersurgical i-gel® during gynecological laparoscopy
Adult patients undergoing gynaecological laparoscopy were split into two groups of 30 and randomly assigned to either PLMA or i-gel. Insertion time and number of attempts were recorded. After successful insertion in all patients in both groups, on first attempt, airway leak pressure was also measured. No significant difference in insertion time or leak pressure. Authors conclude that i-gel is a reasonable alternative to PLMA in this scenario.

The effects of prewarming the i-gel® on fitting to laryngeal structure
180 patients were randomised into two equal groups, one for insertion of i-gel at room temperature, the other at 37 degrees centigrade. Insertion time, number of insertion attempts, inspiratory and leak pressures, and leak fraction were compared. Report found no significant difference between the two groups.

Cadaver study of oesophageal insufflation with supraglottic airway devices during positive pressure ventilation in an obstructed airway
This, the first data collection study on the extent of oesophageal insufflation when oropharyngeal leak pressures are exceeded, used the i-gel inserted into cadavers. Compared alongside LMA Supreme, LMA ProSeal, LTS-D™, LTS II™ and Combitube®, performance was measured in a surgically-closed trachea to replicate total airway obstruction. Volume of insufflation from controlled ventilation was measured at inspirator pressures of 20, 40 and 60 mbar, with the former producing no insufflation with any device.

Randomized comparison of the i-gel™, the LMA Supreme™, and the Laryngeal Tube Suction-D using clinical and fibreoptic assessments in elective patients
Three groups of 40 elective patients each were assigned to i-gel, LMA Supreme and Laryngeal Tube Suction-D for a prospective, randomised and comparative study of position (fibre optic) and clinical performance data during surgery. Speed of insertion and success rates, leak pressure, dynamic airway compliance, and signs of postoperative airway morbidity were recorded, with i-gel registering a 95% insertion success rate and the highest airway compliance. In conclusion, all devices were considered suitable for ventilation in elective surgery.
New single use supraglottic airway device with noninflatable cuff and gastric tube channel

An experimental study using i-gel on 100 female patients undergoing elective gynaecologic surgery was performance-measured on ease of insertion, time to insert, peak airway pressure and leak pressure. A gastric tube was placed in each patient. Pharyngolaryngeal morbidities were also recorded. In 92% of patients, i-gel was inserted successfully first time and there were no instances of blood on the device post-procedure. Authors confirm the i-gel is a simple and easy to use device.

General anesthesia in a case of right-sided aortic arch with Kommerell’s diverticulum diagnosed on preoperative examination

Case of the use of i-gel as preferred airway device and vehicle for tracheal intubation in a 59-year-old male with known Kommerell’s diverticulum, scheduled for repair of a tibial fracture under general anaesthesia. The i-gel resulted in an uneventful operation with both controlled and spontaneous respiration, and the authors’ conclude that i-gel is a useful device in such specific cases.

LMA Supreme™ vs i-gel™--a comparison of insertion success in novices

Following a short lecture and manikin training, novice airway users were randomly selected to insert either the LMA Supreme or i-gel into 80 patients undergoing breast surgery, to measure insertion success rate and ventilation profile.

A comparison of the i-gel® and classic LMA® insertion in manikins by experienced and novice physicians

116 volunteer doctors were assigned to either a novice or experienced group depending on their level of LMA insertion experience. After a brief training session the volunteers were randomly allocated to insertion of the cLMA and i-gel in a manikin. Success rate, insertion time and perceived ease of use were recorded. Success rate on the first attempt was significantly higher with the i-gel in both user groups. The i-gel produced similar success rates for novices and experienced users, but the cLMA had a lower success rate amongst novices. All insertions were successful by the second attempt. Insertion time was significantly shorter with the i-gel, although the authors note that this may be due to the lack of an inflatable cuff.

Similar oropharyngeal leak pressures during anaesthesia with i-gel, LMA-ProSeal and LMA-Supreme Laryngeal Masks

Random allocation of 150 patients to either i-gel, LMA ProSeal or LMA Supreme to compare, primarily,
The influence of head and neck position on ventilation with the i-gel® airway in paralysed, anaesthetised patients
20 adult patients scheduled for oral surgery were ventilated using the i-gel. Leak pressure, ventilation score and fibroptic view were measured with the patient’s head and neck in neutral position, extended position, flexion and rotated to the right. Leak pressure was higher during flexion, lower during extension and comparable to neutral position during rotation. Ventilation score was significantly worse during flexion. Fibroptic view was not affected by head and neck position. The authors recommend that the i-gel is not used in cases where head and neck flexion is likely, but they state that it is otherwise suitable for surgery where the head is moved.

Successful use of i-gel in three patients with difficult intubation and difficult ventilation
Asai T. Masui. 2011 Jul; 60(7): 850-2
Three cases of successful ventilation using the size three i-gel on female patients with a mix of predicted and unpredicted difficult intubation, and where both facemask ventilation and tracheal intubation were difficult. Author concludes that i-gel ‘has a potential role as a rescue device, by allowing ventilation and tracheal intubation in patients with difficult airways.’

Comparison of the i-gel® and the LMA Unique® laryngeal mask airway in patients with mild to moderate obesity during elective short-term surgery
In this crossover study, 50 adult patients with BMI 25-35kg/m2 were assigned to ventilation with the i-gel and the LMA Unique® in random order. Insertion attempts, difficulty (on a scale of 1-4), time to insertion and leak pressure were measured with each device. Leak pressure was higher with the i-gel, with a mean value of 23.7cm H₂O compared to 17.4cm H₂O with the LMA Unique. Within
the study population, there was a bigger difference in leak pressures amongst patients with BMI >30. Insertion was generally comparable, although the i-gel had a significantly shorter insertion time.

---

**i-gel® vs AuraOnce® laryngeal mask for general anaesthesia with controlled ventilation in paralyzed patients**


Devices were generally comparable with high overall and first-attempt success rates. The i-gel had a significantly higher seal pressure (30.4 compared to 27.8cm H2O) and a lower incidence of postoperative complications.

---

**Performance and skill retention of intubation by paramedics using seven different airway devices – a manikin study**


41 paramedics with no previous experience watched a lecture and demonstration. They then attempted to insert each of six supraglottic airways and an ET tube into a manikin in random order. After three months, all participants were assessed again without receiving further training. All supraglottic airways except ProSeal were more successful than the ET tube. i-gel, Unique and LT-D had significantly faster times to insertion and ventilation than the other devices. There was no significant difference in success rates for supraglottic airways after three months, however, ET tube insertion rates decreased from 78% to 58% in that time.

---

**Performance of supraglottic airway devices and 12 month skill retention: a randomised controlled study with manikins**


This study compared the use of the i-gel, LMA Supreme, LMA Unique and LMA ProSeal supraglottic airways and bag-valve mask ventilation. 267 third-year medical students were given standardised training before using all devices in random order on an airway training manikin. The number of attempts needed to secure the device, time to successful ventilation, tidal volume, ease of use and incidence of gastric inflation were all recorded. After 12 months, participants used the devices again without further training. In both assessments, the i-gel and the Supreme were the most likely to be inserted successfully on the first attempt. These devices were rated as the easiest to use. The i-gel and bag-valve mask had the quickest time to successful ventilation, however the rate of gastric inflation was much higher with the bag-valve mask.

---

**National census of airway management techniques used for anaesthesia in the UK: first phase of the Fourth National Audit Project at the Royal College of Anaesthetists**

Woodall NM, Cook TM. Br J Anaesth. 2011 Feb; 106(2): 266-71

There are 309 NHS hospitals that carry out surgery. In this study, a volunteer from each of these hospitals reported the main airway management technique used in every general anaesthetic within a specified two-week period. This data was
then used to estimate the annual use of various airway devices. The total number of procedures was 114,904, leading to an annual estimate of 2.9 million. Supraglottic airways were used in 56.2% of cases. The i-gel was the second most popular choice of supraglottic airway with 4,574 cases. This equates to 7.1% of supraglottic airways and 4% of all devices used.

The i-gel® in failed obstetric tracheal intubation
A 36-year-old morbidly obese pregnant woman presented for emergency caesarian was anaesthetised using RSI. To limit insertion attempts an i-gel was used, successfully inserted at the first attempt and a healthy baby was delivered with no further complication to the mother. Concluded that i-gel is likely to be the better airway management device when speed is of the essence, compared to other laryngeal masks.

Supraglottic airway devices: recent advances
Cook T, Howes B. CEACCP 2010 Dec; 11 (2): 56-61
This review article looks at the evidence for the efficacy and safety of supraglottic airway devices. The authors use the cLMA as a standard for comparison. The ProSeal, i-gel, LMA Supreme and LTS Mk. II are all discussed. The review also explains the classification of supraglottic airways into 1st and 2nd generation devices.

Comparison of i-gel® supraglottic with laryngeal mask airway
100 patients received ventilation via the i-gel or cLMA during elective surgery. The devices were compared for ease of insertion, insertion time, number of airway manipulations needed and post-operative complications. The devices were generally comparable. More airway manipulations were required with the i-gel, however this was not a statistically significant increase compared to the cLMA. The incidence of complications was very low, with one case of blood on an i-gel and one incident of laryngospasm with each device.

Comparison of the LMA Supreme® vs. the i-gel in paralysed patients undergoing gynaecological laparoscopic surgery with controlled ventilation
Teoh WH, Lee KM, Subitharan T, Yahaya Z, Teo MM, Sia AT. Anaesthesia. 2010 Dec; 65(12): 1173-9
This study compared the i-gel to the LMA Supreme for the seal pressure during gynaecological laparoscopic surgery in the Trendelenburg position in 100 female patients. There was no difference in the oropharyngeal leak pressure with similar success rates for first time insertion and times to first capnograph trace. Both devices proved to be equally effective for gynaecological laparoscopic procedures.

Airway management using i-gel® in two patients for awake craniotomy
This paper describes the use of an i-gel for ventilation during two craniotomy procedures. Both patients were anaesthetised and operated on using the
asleep-awake-asleep technique. The i-gel was inserted successfully and removed for the first time as the patients were able to respond to their own names being called. After the ‘awake’ period of surgery was complete, the i-gel was reinserted easily in both cases despite a 30° rotation of the neck. There were no adverse incidents. The authors conclude that the i-gel is appropriate for use during asleep-awake-asleep surgery due to the ease of insertion when the neck is rotated.

PLMA® vs. i-gel: a comparative evaluation of respiratory mechanics in laparoscopic cholecystectomy
In this study, the performance of the LMA ProSeal and i-gel was compared during laparoscopic surgery. 60 patients were randomised into two groups and had the supraglottic airway inserted by an experienced anaesthesiologist (defined as >500 and >50 insertions for ProSeal and i-gel respectively.

Placement of a bronchial blocker through the i-gel® supraglottic airway device for single lung ventilation: preliminary study
In 25 patients, a bronchial blocker was inserted under direct vision with a fibreoptic bronchoscope through an i-gel. The i-gel provided a reliable, safe seal of the airway. The authors concluded that such a technique, for anaesthetists with the appropriate experience using a flexible fibreoptic scope, can facilitate safe, effective management of selected patients who are to undergo certain thoracic procedures.

Comparative study between i-gel®, a new supraglottic airway device, and classical laryngeal mask airway in anaesthetised spontaneously ventilated patients
This study compared the cLMA and i-gel in 80 healthy adult patients. The patients were randomly assigned to two groups for insertion of one of the devices during surgery. Haemodynamic data, oxygen saturation and end-tidal CO₂ were similar in both groups. Leak pressure was significantly higher with the i-gel, which also had a shorter insertion time. Postoperative complications were generally comparable, however there was a higher incidence of nausea and vomiting in the cLMA group due to gastric insufflation.

A Comparison of Successful Eschmann Introducer Placement Through Four Supraglottic Airway Devices
Study to determine if a bougie could be successfully placed in a cadaver by emergency medicine providers using four supraglottic airway devices: LMA Supreme, i-gel, LMA and KingLT™. Time to placement, confidence in the procedure and correct placement via direct laryngoscopy post-removal were recorded. No great significant differences in most areas, however i-gel was much quicker than KingLT to successfully insert, and generally outperformed it. LMA Supreme
and i-gel considered the better devices for such a procedure, although the authors concede that using a cadaver did inhibit the study.

**Comparison of guided insertion of the LMA Proseal® vs. the i-gel®**


This study compared the use of the LMA Proseal and the i-gel in 152 adult female patients. A duodenal tube guided insertion technique was used for both devices. There was no significant difference between insertion success rates and insertion times of the two devices. Leak pressure was 7cm H₂O higher with the ProSeal, providing a better seal for ventilation.

**Comparison of the Intersurgical® Solus™ laryngeal mask airway and the i-gel supralaryngeal device**


120 healthy adult patients were assigned to either the Solus™ or i-gel device for general anaesthesia. Airway quality measures, leak pressure, insertion time and complications were recorded. Both devices performed well and had low incidences of complications. The Solus™ laryngeal mask required less airway manipulation, and provided better leak pressures and views of the vocal cords. i-gel was quicker to insert.

**The supraglottic airway i-gel® in comparison with ProSeal laryngeal mask airway and classic laryngeal mask airway in anaesthetised patients**


167 patients were randomly assigned to device groups. Haemodynamic data, airway leak pressure, leak volume, success rates and postoperative complications were assessed.

**In vitro study of magnetic resonance imaging artefacts of six supraglottic airway devices**

Zaballos M, Bastida E, del Castillo T, de Villoria JGF, Jiménez C. Anaesthesia. 2010 Jun; 65(6): 569-72

In this study, the artefacts created during MRI by six supraglottic airways, the Classic LMA, the ProSeal LMA, the LMA Unique, the LMA Supreme, the Ambu® disposable laryngeal mask and the i-gel were investigated. There were no artefacts with the i-gel or Ambu® devices.

**The i-gel®, a new supraglottic airway**


In this study, the i-gel was used to ventilate 20 spontaneously breathing adult patients during anaesthesia. Insertion time, success rate, ability to insert a gastric tube and complications (including the presence of blood on the device) were recorded. The i-gel was inserted on the first attempt in 19 of 20 patients and had a mean insertion time of 12 seconds. Gastric tube insertion was possible in all cases. Removal was uneventful for all patients and did not result in any complications. The authors believe that the i-gel is a useful device for maintaining the patient airway during general anaesthesia.

**Insertion of the i-gel® airway in prone position**

Taxak S, Gopinath A. Minerva Anestesiol. 2010 May; 76(5): 381
This case study describes the use of the i-gel while the patient was in a prone position for surgery. A 45kg 16-year-old boy laid in a prone position with his head turned laterally. After induction of anaesthesia, a size three i-gel was inserted on the first attempt. There were no adverse events either during or after surgery and the i-gel was removed while the patient was still prone. Previous research has shown that the cLMA and ProSeal airways can be inserted in the prone position, and i-gels have successfully ventilated prone patients who were turned over after insertion. However, this is the first reported case of i-gel insertion while the patient is already prone. Routine use of this technique should only occur after further research has taken place.

Lubrication of the i-gel® supraglottic airway and the classic laryngeal mask airway

Chapman D. Anaesthesia 2010; 65(1): 89

This letter is a response to the 2009 study by Janakiraman (see page 7) et al. which compared the i-gel to the LMA Classic. In that study, the authors stated that the devices were lubricated along the tip and the posterior surface. However, the correct lubrication procedure for the i-gel is different; the thermoplastic material used to make the device is tacky until lubricated and requires lubrication on all four sides of the cuff.

What’s new in supraglottic airways? Three decades of evolution to tract separation

Viernes DC, Joffe AM, Goldman AJ. Anaesthesiology News Guide to Airway Management 2010; 9-14

This paper describes the history of the gastric channel in supraglottic airways, providing case reports and performance comparisons between devices. The section on the i-gel states that the device has inferior seal pressure compared to the LMA Proseal®, but that drainage through the gastric channel was comparable. The i-gel is quicker and easier to place than standard LMAs. A case report is included which describes the successful use of a size five i-gel in a 63-year-old man with a difficult airway.

Randomised crossover comparison between the i-gel and the LMA Unique® in anaesthetised, paralysed adults


In this study, the i-gel and LMA Unique® were both used in 39 patients. Leak pressure, insertion attempts, number of airway manipulations and leak volumes were similar for both devices. Insertion time was significantly less for the i-gel at 12.2s compared to 15.2s for the LMA Unique®. It can be concluded that the i-gel is a reasonable alternative to the LMA Unique® during controlled ventilation.

Supreme! Or is it? A reply

Cook TM, Gatward JJ. Anaesthesia 2009 Oct; 64(11): 1262-1263

This letter is a response to Kushakovsky and Ahmad (2009 - see above) regarding the performance of the LMA Supreme, LMA ProSeal™ and i-gel devices. The letter states that the i-gel and ProSeal have both been shown to vent gastric contents when they have good placement and oesophageal seal, but that this has not been studied in the LMA Supreme. Only small studies comparing the LMA Supreme, ProSeal and i-gel are available, although these generally show comparable performance. The authors recommend
further research with larger study populations.

Supreme! Or is it?
Kushakovsky V, Ahmad I. Anaesthesia 2009 Oct; 64(11): 1262
This letter is a response to a small LMA Supreme® study. The authors say that they have been using the device in patients having nasopharyngeal surgery as it protects the airway from any bleeding and has a gastric channel to remove any blood in the stomach. However, they have reviewed recent research and believe that their current practice may change. In previous studies, the i-gel has performed as well as the LMA Supreme even when all i-gel patients have been given a size 4 device and the LMA Supreme has been sized correctly. Gastric tube placement in the two devices and the LMA ProSeal is also comparable. The authors are considering the use of the i-gel or ProSeal instead of the Supreme.

Supraglottic airways and pulmonary aspiration: the role of the drain tube
This article discusses the gastric channel or drain tube as a safety feature provided in supraglottic airways. Although pulmonary aspiration of gastric contents is a relatively rare event, it can be made rarer with the use of devices that include a gastric channel, particularly if they are inserted using a bougie. i-gel is discussed.

Supreme® laryngeal mask airway vs. the i-gel® supraglottic airway in patients under general anaesthesia and mechanical ventilation with no neuromuscular block: a randomised clinical trial
In this study, 85 patients were randomised into two groups for ventilation via LMA Supreme or i-gel supraglottic airways. Ease of insertion, seal pressure, ventilatory parameters and insertion of a gastric tube were all recorded. Both devices were easy to insert, with the Supreme and i-gel being inserted on the first attempt in 95.2 and 86% of cases respectively. Performance was generally comparable.

A comparison of postoperative throat and neck complaints after the use of the i-gel® and the La Premiere® disposable laryngeal mask: A double-blinded, randomized, controlled trial
This study from the department of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care at the Netherlands Cancer Institute - Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital and the VU University Medical Center in Amsterdam compared the rate of postoperative sore throat and neck complaints with i-gel to a well known brand of laryngeal mask. Patients were interviewed postoperatively at 1hr, 24hrs and 48 hrs. The authors found significantly lower levels of sore throat with i-gel, as well as lower levels of dysphagia.

A comparison of the i-gel® with the LMA-Unique® in nonparalysed anaesthetised adult patients
In this study, 80 patients were randomly allocated to either i-gel or LMA-Unique insertion before minor surgery. Ventilation, insertion time, airway pressure, leak pressure and postoperative sore throat were all measured. Results were similar for all parameters other than airway leak pressure, which was significantly higher in the i-gel (mean pressure 29cm H\textsubscript{2}O compared to 18cm H\textsubscript{2}O). Both devices are acceptable for use in securing an airway, however the increased leak pressure is an advantage for the i-gel.

**i-gel\textsuperscript{*} and lightening of anaesthesia?**

*Ghai A, Saini S, Hooda S. Anaesthesia. 2009 Oct; 64(10): 1151*

This letter is a response to Baxter’s 2008 report of lightened anaesthesia due to a leak from the gastric channel of the i-gel. The authors found that they experienced similar problems with the LMA Supreme. No glottic structures were visualised on fibreoscopy through the airway channel, and through the gastric channel, it revealed the tip in front of the glottis rather than the oesophagus.

**A comparison of correct i-gel\textsuperscript{*} placement with and without the aid of a bougie**


In this study, the i-gel’s placement and performance were studied for insertions carried out with and without the use of a gum elastic bougie. 50 patients were randomised into two groups. In the first group, the i-gel was inserted using the standard method. In the second group, a bougie was used to insert the device via the gastric channel. The time taken for insertion and the number of attempts needed were similar for both methods. Leakage and patient discomfort were less common when the bougie was used. The authors conclude that using a bougie improves i-gel placement without increasing insertion time or adverse effects.

**Evaluation of the new supraglottic airway devices Ambu\textsuperscript{*} Aura Once\textsuperscript{*} and Intersurgical\textsuperscript{*} i-gel\textsuperscript{*}. Positioning, sealing, patient comfort and airway morbidity**


In this study, the i-gel was compared to the cLMA, ProSeal and Ambu Aura Once supraglottic airways. 40 patients were assigned to each of the four groups for insertion of one of the airways during surgery. Ease of insertion and insertion time were comparable for all devices. The ProSeal and Aura Once airways had significantly better placement and seal pressures. Airway morbidity did not occur in any of the groups. The cLMA was significantly more likely to cause postoperative sore throat.

**Crossover comparison of the Laryngeal Mask Supreme\textsuperscript{*} and the i-gel\textsuperscript{*} in simulated difficult airway scenario in anesthetized patients**


This study looked at a simulated difficult airway scenario by using a neck collar to limit both mouth opening and neck movement. Both devices were placed in random order in each of 60 patients.
The primary outcome was overall success rate. Other measurements included time to successful ventilation, seal pressure, fibreoptic view and adverse events. The authors concluded the two devices tested had a ‘similar insertion success and clinical performance in the simulated difficult airway situation’. The i-gel enabled better fibreoptic laryngeal view and less epiglottic downfolding.

A randomised crossover trial comparing the i-gel® supraglottic airway and classic laryngeal mask airway


This study compared the performance of i-gel and cLMA airways in 50 healthy adult patients. The success rate on the first insertion attempt was significantly lower in the i-gel group. Overall success after two attempts did not show a significant difference, although a change of device size was allowed. Leak pressures and fibreoptic view of the vocal cords were significantly better with the i-gel, with the two devices producing leak pressures of 20 (i-gel) and 17cm H₂O (cLMA). 14 patients needed a change in i-gel size.

Comparison of clinical performance of i-gel® with LMA Proseal® in elective surgeries


This clinical investigation into performance of i-gel compared to another supraglottic airway with gastric access, concluded that i-gel was easier to insert, required fewer attempts at insertion, had easier gastric tube placement and was less traumatic than the other device tested. Sixty patients were randomly assigned into two groups: Group 1 (n=30) for i-gel and Group P (n=30). Assessment was made of sealing pressure, ease of insertion, success rate of insertion, ease of gastric tube placement, airway trauma by post operative blood staining of the device, tongue, lip and dental trauma, hoarseness, regurgitation/aspiration and cost effectiveness.

Tongue trauma associated with the i-gel® supraglottic airway

Michalek, P, Donaldson, WJ, Hinds, JD. Anaesthesia 2009 May; 64(6): 692-693

This article includes three cases of patient injury caused by the i-gel. In the first case, a paramedic had difficulty inserting the device. It was removed immediately and it was found that the patient was bleeding from the frenulum. The second patient’s tongue was caught in the bowl of the i-gel during insertion. Although the i-gel was repositioned successfully, there was minor swelling and bleeding upon removal. This patient reported soreness for three days. The final case involved an insertion which appeared successful, however the patient reported a sore tongue and loss of taste lasting three weeks. The authors recommend two alternative insertion techniques to avoid mouth injuries – sliding the i-gel over the thumb into the mouth or rotating the device so the tongue cannot get caught.

Successful use of the i-gel® airway in prone position surgery


This report highlighted the case of a 10-year-old child, weighing 30kg, scheduled for an elective pyeloplasty. A size three i-gel was inserted and secured after confirming correct placement and
a suction catheter inserted down the gastric channel. The child was positioned prone and the correct positioning of i-gel reconfirmed by appropriate CO$_2$ wave form, absence of audible leak and chest auscultation. At the end of the procedure, the child was returned to a supine position and i-gel removed after reversal. The patient recovered without any complications.

Is i-gel® a new revolution among supraglottic airway devices? - a comparative evaluation


This study compared i-gel to two other supraglottic airways in respect of haemodynamic changes, including heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, mean arterial pressure and rate pressure product. The authors concluded that ‘i-gel effectively conforms to the perilaryngeal anatomy despite the lack of an inflatable cuff, it consistently achieves proper positioning for supraglottic ventilation and causes fewer haemodynamic changes as compared to other supraglottic airway devices.’

A preliminary study of i-gel®: a new supraglottic airway device


50 patients had the i-gel inserted for ventilation during surgery. The number of insertion attempts, insertion time, manipulations required for an effective airway and seal pressure were recorded. Gastric tube placement and adverse events were also noted where they occurred. Before removal of the device, stability was tested by measuring the expiratory tidal volume with the patient’s head in standard, rotated, chin lift and no-pillow positions. Success rate was 90% at the first attempt and 100% at the second. Median insertion time was 11 seconds. Insertion depth was increased in four patients and a jaw thrust was required in two more. All gastric tubes were placed successfully. Mild cough or postoperative sore throat was seen in a total of four patients. Seal pressure was approximately 20cm H$_2$O. The i-gel was also found to be stable during head and neck movement.

Comparison of the i-gel® with the cuffed tracheal tube during pressure-controlled ventilation


In this study, published in the BJA, twenty-five patients were given a standard anaesthetic, followed by insertion of an i-gel. The lungs were ventilated at three different pressures and the difference between the inspired and expired tidal volumes used to calculate the leak volume and leak fraction. The i-gel was then removed and replaced with a conventional tracheal tube, for which similar readings were taken. The results were then compared. From the data taken, the authors concluded that, ‘compared with a tracheal tube there is no significant difference in the gas leak when using an i-gel during PCV with moderate airway pressures’.

Oesophageal seal of the world supralaryngeal airway device I-gel in comparison with the laryngeal mask airways Classic and ProSeal using a cadaver model

The three supraglottic devices were inserted into eight unfixed cadaver models with exposed oesophagi, connected to a water column producing both a slow and fast oesophageal pressure increase. During a fast increase of oesophageal pressure (simulated vomiting procedure) with the oesophageal lumen of the i-gel and pLMA open, the authors reported that ‘the entire oesophageal liquid was drained to the outside without any tracheal aspiration occurring.’

**Phenomenon with i-gel airway: a reply**
Chapman D. Anaesthesia 2009 Jan; 64(2): 228

This letter is a reply to Baxter (2008). Baxter described two incidents where air was ‘entrained through the suction port’ leading to decreased end-tidal sevoflurane and lightened anaesthesia. This response suggests that the devices in question may not have been inserted fully, meaning that the airway and gastric channels were not isolated from each other. To ensure full insertion takes place, users should make sure that the level of anaesthesia, patient position and insertion method are correct.

**Airway management in the outpatient setting: new devices and techniques**

This review highlighted the potential benefits of the current supraglottic airway devices available and their suitability for ambulatory surgery. With regard to i-gel, it was commented that it was designed to ‘anatomically fit the perilaryngeal and hypolaryngeal structures without the need for an inflatable cuff. This offers the potential for easier insertion, reduced tissue compression and increased stability after insertion.’ They further reported that ‘Higher mean seal pressures help to facilitate ventilation in laparoscopic work’.

**Phenomenon with i-gel® airway?**
Baxter, S. Anaesthesia. 2008 Nov; 63(11): 1265

This correspondence article reports a problem that occurred in two patients ventilated with an i-gel during anaesthesia. In the first case, anaesthesia started to lighten and end-tidal sevoflurane fell. The user suspected air entrainment through the suction port. In the second case, anaesthesia remained stable but end-tidal sevoflurane still dropped. The user placed a finger over the suction port and sevoflurane levels returned to normal. In both cases, the i-gel was replaced with a laryngeal mask airway.

**Evaluation of the i-gel® airway in 300 patients**

This letter reported that first time insertion with i-gel was achieved in <5 seconds in 290/300 patients. Three patients with difficult airway underwent successful fibreoptic endotracheal intubation through i-gel and all patients underwent adequate pressure mode ventilation with airway pressures of 10-30cm H$_2$O initially and spontaneous breathing subsequently. In addition, lubricated gastric tubes were easily inserted through the gastric channel at the first attempt in all 80 cases where this was performed. The authors concluded that ‘i-gel is very suitable for peri-operative airway management, positive pressure ventilation and weaning from ventilation.’
It is also useful as an intubation aid and has a potential role in airway management during resuscitation.

**Evaluation of the size 4 i-gel® airway in one hundred nonparalysed patients**


A study of i-gel in 100 elective, anaesthetised patients. Parameters assessed included ease of use, positioning, airway quality, seal pressure and complications. First time insertion success was 86%. Median airway leak pressure was 24cm H$_2$O. On fibreoptic examination via the device, the vocal cords were visible in 91% of patients. The incidence of airway obstruction, airway irritation, oropharyngeal trauma and other complications was low. Insertion of the device into the correct position was rapid and easy. The authors concluded that, ‘these attributes would suggest potential roles in anaesthesia, management of the difficult airway and airway management during CPR’. Further studies are now indicated against i-gel’s likely clinical competitors.

**Use of the epiglottic airway i-gel® during anaesthetic maintenance: first clinical impressions**


This paper describes the development of supraglottic airways and the i-gel in particular. A review of the available i-gel literature showed that there are considerable benefits to using the device during general anaesthesia. The experiences of the authors during the use of i-gel in 34 patients are also described. The authors believe that the i-gel is suitable for use during anaesthesia and potentially resuscitation. However, more research should be carried out, especially in terms of comparison with other supraglottic airways.

**i-gel® insertion by novices in manikins and patients**


This study evaluated the performance of i-gel in manikins and anaesthetised patients when used by novices. The i-gel was deployed with minimal evidence of patient trauma and 100% insertion success. In their summary, the authors concluded that, ‘i-gel is rapidly inserted in both manikins and patients by novice users and compares favourably to other supraglottic airways available. Further work determining safety and efficacy during cardio-pulmonary resuscitation is required.’

**Aspiration recognition with an i-gel® airway**


A report on a case of a young male patient undergoing surgery where i-gel helped with the recognition and management of regurgitation. During this case, gastric contents were noticed to be coming out of the gastric channel. No secretions were evident in the airway channel. As regurgitation continued, surgery was paused and the patient’s airway secured following rapid sequence induction. There was no clinical evidence of aspiration and a post-op chest X-ray revealed clear lung fields. It transpired the patient had
consumed a fizzy drink a few hours prior to the operation, something he failed to mention during a pre-operative visit.

Are supraglottic airways a safe alternative to tracheal intubation for laparoscopic surgery?


This review article compares supraglottic airways to tracheal intubation for laparoscopic surgery. Evidence gathered so far indicates that supraglottic airways such as the i-gel produce adequate ventilation and pressures with a reduced risk of complications such as aspiration. The authors state that further investigation should take place to determine whether these devices can be used in obese patients during laparoscopic procedures.

A new single use supraglottic airway with a noninflatable cuff and an esophageal vent: An observational study of the i-gel®


This study on 71 ASA I-II women scheduled for gynaecological surgery, reported a 97% insertion success rate with i-gel. Mean seal pressure was 30cm H2O. A gastric tube was inserted in 100% of cases. Only one case of coughing and sore throat occurred. The authors concluded that ‘the i-gel is a reliable, easily inserted airway device that provides an adequate seal with a low morbidity rate.’

Nerve damage following the use of an i-gel® supraglottic airway device

Theron AD, Loyden C. Anaesthesia. 2008 Apr; 63(4): 441; discussion 441-2

This article describes a post-operative complication after i-gel use. The patient was successfully ventilated with a size four i-gel, which was in line with the recommendation for the patient’s weight (85kg). After surgery, the patient reported numbness in the lower lip. An examination shows swelling and an ulcer on the inside of the lip. There are two possible explanations for this injury – the patient’s lip may have been caught in the tape used to secure the i-gel or it may have been caught in between the i-gel and the patient’s teeth. The authors warn that this could occur with any airway device, but that extra care should be taken with the i-gel due to the bulkier design.

Case series: protection from aspiration and failure of protection from aspiration with the i-gel® airway


Regurgitation of gastric contents was seen in three low-risk patients during anaesthesia. In two patients where only low volumes of gastric fluid were seen flowing from the i-gel, there was no sign of aspiration. An 85kg male patient regurgitated large amounts of liquid, and although this was mostly expelled from the i-gel’s gastric channel there were signs of minor aspiration. The i-gel allowed early identification of regurgitation in these cases.

Early experiences with the i-gel®


In the study described in this letter, 39 anaesthetists completed ease of use surveys for 227 i-gel devices. Compared with their experience of the cLMA, the anaesthetists considered the i-gel quick and easy to
insert. Insertion and ventilation on the first attempt were successful in the majority of cases. There were 18 unsatisfactory airways, six of which were caused by incorrect sizing. The i-gel was comparable to the cLMA in terms of adverse effects such as visible blood and sore throat.

**Evaluation of four airway training manikins as patient simulators for the insertion of eight types of supraglottic airway devices**

*Jackson KM, Cook TM Anaesthesia. 2007 Apr; 62(4): 388-93*

The airway arm of this trial compared devices including i-gel, CobraTM, SLIPA and Laryngeal Tube Suction II. Each device was inserted twice into each manikin by ten anaesthetists, with each insertion scored and ranked. No one manikin outranked the others for all devices. i-gel insertion was ‘significantly the easiest’.

**Initial anatomic investigations of the i-gel® airway a novel supraglottic airway without inflatable cuff**

*Levitan RM, Kinkle WC. Anaesthesia. 2005 Oct; 60(10): 1022-6*

The first ever published study examined the positioning and mechanics of the i-gel in 65 non-embalmed cadavers, with 73 endoscopies, 16 neck dissections and six neck radiographs. The mean percentage of glottic opening score for the 73 insertions was 82%. In each of the neck dissections and radiographs the bowl of the device covered the laryngeal inlet. In their summary, the authors concluded that the i-gel was consistently positioned over the laryngeal inlet and that the unique gel-like material of the device performed as intended, conforming to the perilaryngeal anatomy.
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Ambu AuraOnce versus i-gel laryngeal mask airway in infant and children undergoing surgical procedures. A randomized controlled trial


Randomised assignment of 112 patients to either AuraOnce or i-gel groups in which oropharyngeal leak pressure, ease of insertion and fibreoptic viewing were measured. i-gel recorded more favourable leak pressures and superior fibreoptic viewing, in which the primary outcome measure was oropharyngeal leak pressure (OPLP). Secondary outcomes included ease of insertion, first insertion success and fibreoptic view of the glottis. OPLP was higher with the i-gel.

Presumed air entrainment through the gastric port of a paediatric i-gel device


Case report of light anaesthesia in a patient with a size 1.5 i-gel, despite adequate inspired concentration of sevoflurane and optimum positioning of the device by experienced operators. Entrainment was confirmed by capnography. No harm came to the patient. Authors pose the question of whether the gastric port inlet is positioned too anteriorly in paediatric sizes of i-gel.

Presumed air entrainment through the gastric port of a paediatric i-gel device - a manufacturer’s reply

Chapman D. Anaesthesia. 2017 Feb; 72(2): 263-264

Response to the letter from Seeley et al. Manufacturer posits that the reason for light anaesthesia and hence air entrainment, may have been caused by the tip of the device not being located in the upper oesophageal opening and the non-inflatable cuff located against the laryngeal framework, meaning the airway and gastric channels would not be isolated from each other. In the event described by the case report, reference to the user guide would suggest reinsertion of the device using a gentle jaw thrust, deep rotation or triple manoeuvre to achieve optimum depth of insertion.

A randomised trial to compare i-gel and ProSeal laryngeal mask airway for airway management in paediatric patients


Prospective, randomised controlled study on 100 patients, with the primary outcome being leak pressure assessed at five minutes. i-gel recorded ‘superior’ pressure and shorter insertion times compared to ProSeal.

Pilot manikin study showed that a supraglottic airway device improved simulated neonatal ventilation in a low-resource settings

Pejovic NJ, Trevisanuto D, Nankunda JJ, Tylleskar T. Acta Paediatr. 2016 Sep 1

After brief training, 25 participants attempted insertion, with success rate and insertion time recorded. i-gel achieved 100% insertion success rate and was more effective than the face mask in establishing PPV.

What are the factors associated with successful I-gel™ insertion and uneventful anaesthesia in children
under age two?


Size 1 and 1.5 were used in this study on patients under the age of two. Successful insertion at the first attempt was recorded in 75% of cases.

Laryngeal mask airway ProSeal provides higher oropharyngeal leak pressure than i-gel in adult patients under general anesthesia: a meta-analysis


Meta-analysis of 10 RCTs to assess results when comparing the oropharyngeal leak pressure of each device. LMA ProSeal returned more favourable results, although i-gel deemed easier to insert. ProSeal also reported higher blood staining.

Observation of ventilation effects of I-gel™, Supreme™ and Ambu AuraOnce™ with respiratory dynamics monitoring in small children


105 patients were including in this paediatric study, with primary outcomes including leak pressure and respiratory dynamic data. Authors conclude that the ‘i-gel presented a better sealing effect and fewer adverse reactions.’

Retrospective cohort investigation of perioperative upper respiratory events in children undergoing general anesthesia via a supraglottic airway

No HJ, Koo BW, Oh AY, Seo KS, Na HS, Ryu JH, Lee SW. Medicine (Baltimore). 2016 Jul; 95(28)

Observational analysis of medical records of previous anaesthetic procedures at one university hospital. Comparison of the two anaesthetic agents included use of four supraglottic airways: LMA Flexible, LMA Supreme, LarySeal® and i-gel.

Spatial relationship of I-gel and Ambu® AuraOnce on pediatric airway: a randomized comparison based on three dimensional magnetic resonance imaging


Sixty paediatric patients were split between the two groups, with scans of head and neck performed after confirmation of device placement. Both devices ‘significantly’ reduced the area of glottis opening. i-gel produced greater dilation of upper oesophageal sphincter. Authors conclude more studies needed to test these results to ‘reduce morbidity on pediatric airway’.

I-gel assisted fiberoptic intubation in a child with Morquio’s syndrome


Report of the successful use of i-gel guided fibreoptic intubation.

Challenge to pediatric anatomical variation: Can we draw the ideal line on the pediatric I-gel?


130 patients aged 7 months to 13 years
monitored under general anaesthesia, with size selection based on patient’s body weight. Average insertion length grew longer with increasing height and weight. Authors conclude a line could be drawn on sizes 1.5 and 2 only.

**The association between thenar eminence and i-gel dimensions in paediatric patients**


270 patients aged 0-12 years not requiring tracheal intubation were recruited. After induction, thenar eminence dimensions were measured and compared with the patient’s inserted i-gel. Authors conclude their results showed that the dimensions of thenar eminence fitted the weight-based size selection of i-gel, and that it could be a practical way to choose the correct size device.

**Optimum sevoflurane concentration for I-gel insertion in unpremedicated children**


Patients were randomly assigned to i-gel size 2 or LMA Classic size 2 groups, with target end-tidal sevoflurane concentration maintained for 8-10 minutes before insertion. This concentration was decreased in subsequent patients depending on response according to Dixon method. Authors conclude i-gel insertion can be accomplished at nearly half the concentration required for LMA Classic.

**Evaluation of I-gel™ airway in different head and neck positions in anesthetized paralyzed children**


30 children induced with sevoflurane in oxygen and administered atracurium intravenously. Oropharyngeal leak pressure in neutral, maximum flexion and maximum extension were primary outcomes measured. In extreme flexion of head and neck, caution is warranted during ventilation.

**Small is the new big: An overview of newer supraglottic airways for children**


Overview of currently available options in paediatric sizes, suitability of each, published data and general concerns regarding their use.

**Comparison of Four Different Supraglottic Airway Devices in Terms of Efficacy, Intra-ocular Pressure and Haemodynamic Parameters in Children Undergoing Ophthalmic Surgery**


Prospective, randomised study on 60 children aged 1-10 years. Insertion attempts and ease, leak pressure and complications were recorded. Results suggest no difference between the devices under these conditions.

**Comparison of Second-Generation Supraglottic Airway Devices (i-gel versus LMA ProSeal) During Elective Surgery in Children**


Study to compare efficacy of each device on patients aged up to 10 years.
Ease of insertion, time to insertion and oropharyngeal leak pressure were some of the measurements taken. Insertion time was significantly faster with i-gel.

**Performance of size 1 I-gel compared with size 1 ProSeal laryngeal mask in anesthetized infants and neonates**


50 patients were split between the two groups, with airway leak pressure the primary outcome measured. No significant differences were found here, however i-gel insertion time was shorter.

**A randomized comparison of the i-gel with the self-pressurized air-Q intubating laryngealairway in children**

Kim MS, Lee JH, Han SW, Im YJ, Kang HJ, Lee JR. Paediatr Anaesth. 2015 Apr; 25(4): 405-12

Eighty children were split between each device group, with leak pressure and fibreoptic view assessed at three intervals. i-gel was ‘significantly easier’ to insert and had high pressures at all measurement points.

**A comparative study of Laryngeal Mask Airway size 1 vs. i-gel size 1 in infants undergoing daycare procedures**


Forty children 2-5kg in body weight were allocated to either i-gel or LMA Classic groups, with oropharyngeal seal pressure the primary outcome measured. Results showed that i-gel OSP was higher and statistically significant.

**An evaluation of the I-gel supraglottic airway in pediatric patients**

Yeoh TY, Chan KB, Yeo LS, Liu EH, Pan TL. J Anesth. 2015 Apr; 29(2): 295-8

An evaluation of 70 children undergoing general anaesthesia, with insertion time, leak pressure and gastric tube insertion among the results. Overall insertion success was 96%.

**A systematic review and meta-analysis of the i-gel vs laryngeal mask airway in children**


A review of nine randomised controlled trials suggested that clinical performance of i-gel was similar to LMA, save for leak pressure and fibreoptic view, both of which favoured i-gel.

**A comparison of i-gel™ and LMA Supreme™ in anesthetized and paralyzed children**


100 patients were randomly assigned to either device group, with insertion success rate, leak pressure and postoperative complications among results measured. i-gel demonstrated higher leak pressure, but a longer insertion time.

**Evaluation of i-gel(™) airway in children: a meta-analysis**


A total of nine studies were included using search keywords, with results finding that i-gel gave significantly higher leak pressure and ProSeal. Authors conclude it is an
effective alternative to ProSeal and cLMA.

A comparison of surfactant administration through i-gel and ET-tube in the treatment of respiratory distress syndrome in newborns weighing more than 2000 grams.

Randomised control trial on newborns with respiratory distress syndrome, comparing administration of surfactant. Results show that administration using i-gel was more successful than control group and ‘could even be promoted to standard care position’. More research needed.

The LMA-Supreme versus the I-gel in simulated difficult airway in children: a randomised study

Prospective, crossover, randomised trial of i-gel against cLMA on 48 post-burn neck contracture patients with reduced neck movement and mouth opening. Primary outcome was overall success rate, with other measurements taken in time to ventilation, leak pressure, fibreoptic view and visualisation of square wave pattern. Success rate for i-gel was 91.7%, against 79.2% for cLMA. i-gel outperformed cLMA in all measurements. Authors conclude their study has ‘better clinical performance in the difficult airway management of the airway in the post burn contracture of the neck’.

A clinical evaluation of the pediatric i-gel™ for airway management during MRI examination

Database review of 45 patient records meeting authors’ set criteria, which included i-gel sizes 1-2.5. i-gel use in MRI produces no artefacts and the authors conclude the device is a useful device in this scenario, offering quick insertion time and low rate of complications.

A randomised comparison of the i-gel™ and the Laryngeal Mask Airway Classic™ in infants
Kim MS, Oh JT, Min JY, Lee KH, Lee JR. Anaesthesia. 2014 Apr; 69(4): 362-7

54 infants were allocated with success rate at first attempt and fibreoptic views measured. First-attempt success was 100% for i-gel, compared to 69 in LMA.

A comparison of supraglottic airway i-gel™ vs. classic laryngeal mask airway in small children.

Airway sealing ability, success rate of insertion and adverse events were among the recorded outcomes in this study. Leak pressures and insertion success rates are similar between the two devices, however the i-gel slid out of the mouth of a small amount of patients in this scenario. Authors recommend the device should be secured more tightly.

Current UK practice of pediatric supraglottic airway devices - a survey of members of the Association of Paediatric Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland.
Bradley AE, White MC, Engelhardt
In this survey distributed to the members of APAGBI, the current usage of supraglottic airway devices in routine practice and difficult airways in the UK was assessed. Of the 244 members, 88% preferred the use of first-generation devices, with the most important design feature being the availability of a complete range of sizes. 77% would like to see more randomised controlled trials on SAD safety in children.

A randomized comparison of the i-gel and the ProSeal laryngeal mask airway in pediatric patients: performance and fiberoptic findings
A prospective, randomised and controlled test of 134 children, aged three months to 15 years old, undergoing general anaesthesia were inserted with either i-gel size 1.5-3 or ProSeal equivalent to gauge insertion performance. Outcome variables included leak pressure, ease of insertion, success rate and fiberoptic view. Most outcomes were very similar, however fiberoptic view was significantly better with i-gel.

A randomized equivalence trial comparing the i-gel® and laryngeal mask airway Supreme® in children
Total of 170 children were assigned to either the i-gel or LMA Supreme, with leak pressure the primary outcome measured. Secondary evaluations included insertion time, insertion success rate, fiberoptic view and complications, to name a few. Resulting median leak pressure was higher with i-gel and the authors conclude it could be a ‘useful alternative to the Supreme’.

Tracheal compression caused by oversized i-gel® in children
Unlike other supraglottic airway devices, paediatric i-gel does not cause artifacts when used for MRI. The authors of this study found, after evaluation, that the patient weight grading could be an inadequate criteria for i-gel selection for MRI due to the potential for partial or even complete airway obstruction. This study does not rule out the use of a paediatric i-gel entirely, merely pointing to the importance of size selection. The authors deduce that further studies in this area should be conducted to substantiate the evidence.

LMA ProSeal® vs. i-gel® in ventilated children: A randomised, crossover study using the size 2 mask
Fifty-one children aged 1.5-6 years, weighing 10-25kg, were studied randomly using either the size 2 LMA ProSeal or i-gel. The hypothesis tested was that oropharyngeal leak pressure and fiberoptic position of the airway tube differ between the two devices, with results proving similar.
Comparison of size 2.5 i-gel™ with proseal LMA™ in anaesthetised, paralyzed children undergoing elective surgery


Investigation on the usefulness of paediatric i-gel size 2.5 against the PLMA equivalent in 60 randomly assigned patients due for anaesthetised elective surgery. Leak pressure was the primary outcome recorded, with further results for ease of insertion, hemodynamic data and postoperative complications also measured. Most areas offered no significant difference, although i-gel proved easier to insert and recorded a higher leak pressure. Due to author-defined parameters such as cost-effectiveness, they deduce that i-gel ‘must be more frequently used’.

A clinical evaluation of the I-gel™ supraglottic airway device in children


Over a 12-month period, 154 children were studied using i-gel sizes ranging from 1 to 2.5 to assess the device based on successful rates of insertion, airway leak pressure, position confirmed by fibroptic laryngoscopy, gastric tube placement, manipulations required, and complications. First insertion attempt was 93.5%, and complications arose in 20% of cases. Most were minor, however reports suggest there were cases of displacement and flexion compromising airway quality. Authors confirm ‘vigilance’ had to be used to secure the device, and that a decision on whether the higher cost for i-gel is worth it depends on further studies of this kind.

The effect of i-gel® airway on intraocular pressure in pediatric patients who received sevoflurane or desflurane during strabismus surgery


47 children due for eye surgery were administered with sevoflurane or desflurane randomly for anaesthesia. Intraocular pressure was then measured prior to i-gel insertion, at two and five minutes after insertion, and immediately after removal. Sustained pressure decrease present during procedure, but no significant difference between pre- and post-operative pressure.

Initial experience of the i-gel® supraglottic airway by the residents in pediatric patients


This study investigated the use of paediatric i-gel by residents on a total of 70 children of ASA score I-II undergoing surgery, split into three groups. Group 1: size 1.5; group 2: size 2; group 3: size 2.5. Seven characteristics were evaluated, including ease of i-gel and gastric tube insertion, leak pressure and hypoxia rate. Overall insertion success rate and first-attempt success rate were 99% and 94% respectively, with gastric tube insertions easy in all cases. Results show that the i-gel is a safe and effective device for use by residents with limited experience of paediatric airway devices. The authors warn that special attention should be given when using size 1.5 that the airway is protected.

A randomised trial comparing the i-gel® with the LMA Classic in children

99 children underwent general anaesthesia randomly via either i-gel or cLMA. Leak pressure, ease of insertion, time taken to insert, fibreoptic examination and complications were all measured. There was no significant difference in leak pressure, however the i-gel displayed a shorter insertion time and improved glottic view.

A cohort evaluation of the paediatric i-gel® airway during anaesthesia in 120 children


120 children up to 13 years of age were studied using the paediatric i-gel during general anaesthesia to assess efficacy and usability. Insertion success and number of attempts, ventilation, leak pressure and fibreoptic view were all recorded. Airway manipulations and complications were also noted. In 94% of children the i-gel was inserted and a clear airway maintained without complication.

The i-gel®, a single-use supraglottic airway device with a non-inflatable cuff and an esophageal vent: An observational study in children


This study evaluated the i-gel in 50 children above 30kg undergoing short-duration surgery. The parameters measured included: ease of insertion, seal pressure, ease of inserting a gastric tube and post operative complications. The first time insertion success rate was 100%. No laryngeal leak occurred. The mean seal pressure was 24.9cm H₂O. The authors concluded that i-gel was very easy to insert and that ‘no learning curve is needed before a high success insertion rate is obtained. The i-gel appears to be safe for paediatric management’.
Difficult Airways

**Bilateral pneumonectomy with difficult airway managed by using a combination of i-gel and EZ-Blocker™**

*Ueshima H, Otake H. J Clin Anesth. 2016 Nov; 34: 516*

Report of a successful case using i-gel insertion after two failed attempts at intubation with a video laryngoscope on a 73-year-old female with hypertension and a difficult airway.

---

**A proposal for a new scoring system to predict difficult ventilation through a supraglottic airway**


By using previously reported derivation data, a score was validated in 5532 patients ranging between 0 and 7 points. Under this format, the authors conclude the scoring system to be easy to perform and reliable.

---

**i-gel as alternative airway tool for difficult airway in severely injured patients**


Report of two cases where i-gel was successfully used in a prehospital setting on patients with severe head and neck trauma. Authors suggest that, on evidence, i-gel is an ‘appropriate primary airway tool’.

---

**Successful i-gel insertion combined with Macintosh laryngoscope with a swollen tonsil**

*Komasawa N, Nishihara I, Minami T. J Clin Anesth. 2016 Feb; 28: 89-90*

In this case of a 13-year-old patient, the i-gel was inserted passed the swollen tonsil to give unventful mechanical ventilation and no postoperative complications or bleeding of the tonsil.

---

**The i-gel Supraglottic Airway as a Conduit for Fibroptic Tracheal Intubation - A Randomized Comparison with the Single-use Intubating Laryngeal Mask Airway and CTrach®**

*Laryngeal Mask in Patients with Predicted Difficult Laryngoscopy*


Comparative study of three supraglottic airways as conduits in patients with predicted difficult laryngoscopy. Primary outcome measure was success rate of tracheal intubation through the device. No statistical difference was recorded in success rates between devices, however i-gel proved quicker to insert compared to ILMA® and the intubation time was shorter compared to CTrach. i-gel is a suitable alternative to sILMA and CTrach in this scenario, and the shorter times recorded may provide an advantage in cases of difficult oxygenation.

---

**High arch palate: A bane for ProSeal laryngeal mask airway but a boon for i-gel**


Report of failed ProSeal insertion, with i-gel successfully inserted in its place at the first attempt.
In a difficult access scenario, supraglottic airway devices improve success and time to ventilation


Manikin study to assess speed of effective ventilation administered in a simulated motor vehicle accident victim, comparing i-gel against tracheal intubation, Ambu AuraOnce and laryngeal tube. Fastest effective ventilation achieved with i-gel.

Use of the i-gel for Tracheostomy in a Patient with Neck Deformity and Tracheal Stenosis

Yokota T, Asai T, Okuda Y. Masui. 2015 Mar; 64(3): 307-9

Successful report of i-gel maintaining a clear airway during tracheostomy.

Easy airway management using the i-gel™ supraglottic airway in a patient with Treacher Collins syndrome


Case report of failed fibreoptic intubation and videolaryngoscope on a 25-year-old male with TCS who had undergone emergency abdominal surgery. i-gel was used instead and was inserted on first attempt and the airway successfully maintained.

Perioperative management of an obese patient complicated with sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) undergoing awake craniotomy


In this case, the patient was anaesthetised using the i-gel until the dura was opened, whereupon anaesthesia stopped and the i-gel removed.

i-gel and facemask combination for impossible ventilation


Case report of failed fibreoptic intubation and videolaryngoscope on a 25-year-old male with TCS who had undergone emergency abdominal surgery. i-gel was used instead and was inserted on first attempt and the airway successfully maintained.

Awake insertion of i-gel under dexmedetomidine sedation in a patient with severe obstructive sleep apnea syndrome


Case of successful insertion of i-gel with no vital sign change.

Airway rescue in a patient with severe obstructive sleep apnea syndrome and impossible ventilation after induction of general anesthesia


Success rescue ventilation of this patient after general anaesthesia. Manual ventilation became impossible and oropharyngeal airway did not improve situation - i-gel was immediately inserted giving sufficient ventilation as intubation was performed.

Use of the i-gel in unexpected difficult airway.

Letter to the editor supporting the findings in the Theiler et al. study (Br J Anaesth 2012) with results of their own study on the success of i-gel in management of the unexpected difficult airway.

Randomized crossover comparison of the laryngeal mask airway classic with i-gel® laryngeal mask airway in the management of difficult airway in post burn neck contracture patients


Prospective, crossover, randomised trial of i-gel against cLMA on 48 post-burn neck contracture patients with reduced neck movement and mouth opening. Primary outcome was overall success rate, with other measurements taken in time to ventilation, leak pressure, fibreoptic view and visualisation of square wave pattern. Success rate for i-gel was 91.7%, against 79.2% for cLMA. i-gel outperformed cLMA in all measurements. Authors conclude their study has ‘better clinical performance in the difficult airway management of the airway in the post burn contracture of the neck’.

Use of an i-gel® in a ‘can’t intubate/can’t ventilate’ situation


This report details the use of an i-gel to provide an airway for a 63-year-old male with severe subglottic swelling. Two prior attempts at insertion of a gum elastic bougie failed and facemask ventilation was ineffective. A well-known brand of laryngeal mask was inserted, but ventilation was impossible, so it was removed and replaced with an i-gel. Subsequent intubation through the i-gel was performed successfully with a flexible fibroscope.

The use of an i-gel® supraglottic airway for the airway management of a patient with subglottic stenosis: a case report

Donaldson W, Michalek P. Minerva Anestesiol. 2010 May; 76(5): 369-72

This report details the case of a 47-year-old woman with subglottic stenosis. During preoperative screening she stated that there had been difficulty inserting an endotracheal tube during an earlier procedure. During anaesthesia, a size four i-gel was inserted on the first attempt. A fibroscope was passed down the i-gel and into the trachea, where subglottic stenosis could be seen. The i-gel showed no signs of leaking and did not cause any trauma. The authors note that this is the first case report where an i-gel has been used in a patient with subglottic stenosis, and state that preoperative tests should be carried out before choosing to use the device in this situation.

Insertion of the i-gel® airway obstructed by the tongue

Taxak S, Gopinath A. Anaesthesiology 2010 Feb; 112(2): 500- 501

This correspondence article responds to Theiler et al.’s comments on the design of the i-gel and subsequent effects of tongue size. The authors state that they have noticed a similar issue where the patient’s tongue is carried towards the back of the mouth by the i-gel, which then cannot be inserted fully. The i-gel had to be removed and re-inserted. The authors recommend stabilising the tongue before attempting to insert the device. A reply from the authors of the original report says that a tongue
retractor should be used for this rather than fingers. This response also points out that although the tongue may also get caught between the teeth and the i-gel bite block, this could happen with any supraglottic airway.

**Use of the i-gel® laryngeal mask for management of a difficult airway**

*Emmerich M, Dummler R. Anaesthetist 2008; 57(8): 779-781*

In this case report, the i-gel was used as a conduit for intubation in a patient who was known to have problems with intubation. Direct laryngoscopy was not possible, but ventilation and a good fibroptic view of the glottis were achieved by using the i-gel. Intubation via the device was completed successfully using a 6.0mm cuffed endotracheal tube.

**Fibreoptic intubation through an i-gel® supraglottic airway in two patients with predicted difficult airway and intellectual disability**


This case study describes successful fibreoptic guided tracheal intubation through the i-gel in two uncooperative adult patients with learning disability and predicted difficult airway. The i-gel maintained the airway immediately after induction, allowing oxygenation and ventilation. Fibroptic identification of the laryngeal inlet was successful on the first attempt and a tracheal tube inserted into the trachea, without complication, in both patients.
Resuscitation and Emergency Medicine

Competence in the use of supraglottic airways by Australian surf lifesavers for cardiac arrest ventilation in a manikin


Life savers in Australia who already use pocket masks and BVMs were trained to use the LMA and i-gel on a manikin. Time to effective ventilation was similar between the pocket mask, BVM and i-gel, but longer for LMA. Authors feel there is a limited role for supraglottic airway devices in this scenario.

I-gel O₂ resus pack, a rescue device in case of severe facial injury and difficult intubation


Report of two cases of attempted suicide by firearm managed with the use of the i-gel O₂ Resus Pack. In both patients, laryngoscopy attempts failed before an i-gel was inserted and either fibreoptic-assisted intubation or fibreoptic bronchoscopy were performed. Authors conclude that the i-gel’s properties mean the device could easily be used by untrained rescuers and might perform an important role during out-of-hospital emergency.

Design and implementation of the AIRWAYS-2 trial: A multi-centre cluster randomised controlled trial of the clinical and cost effectiveness of the i-gel supraglottic airway device versus tracheal intubation in the initial airway management of out of hospital cardiac arrest


Patient enrollment began in June 2015 for this study comparing the use by paramedics of the i-gel against endotracheal intubation in OHCA in the UK. The primary outcome is the modified Rankin Scale score at hospital discharge. The trial will enrol 9070 patients over two years.

Evaluation of six different airway devices regarding regurgitation and pulmonary aspiration during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) – A human cadaver pilot study


Randomised human cadaver study comparing Laryngeal Tube, EasyTube®, LMA Classic, i-gel, ETI and BVM effect on protection against regurgitation and aspiration during CPR. Five minutes of CPR was administered according to 2010 European Resuscitation Council Guidelines. Aspiration was detected in two out of five cadavers with i-gel, while none were recorded when using ETI. Study provides experimental evidence that ETI offers superior protection during CPR.

Airway management in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in Finland: current practices and outcomes

Data on patients with OHCA and attempted resuscitation in an area of Finland over a six-month period in 2010 was collected, with airway techniques and adverse events recorded. Of the 614 patients, 67% were treated with endotracheal intubation and 30% with supraglottic airway devices. Overall survival to hospital discharge was 17.8%.

An exploration of the views of paramedics regarding airway management


A study within a UK ambulance study exploring the customs and beliefs or paramedics in relation to airway management and whether tracheal intubation sustains professional identity. Interviews were conducted with 17 participants, which identified four key factors: pride, utility, expectations and professionalisation. Authors conclude the interviews identified a ‘wide range of views’ on airway management based on evidence and experience.

Layperson mouth-to-mask ventilation using a modified i-gel laryngeal mask after brief onsite instruction: a manikin-based feasibility trial


100 participants were analysed using a labelled i-gel with an integrated mouthpiece and asked to follow an instruction chart. 79% were able to ventilate the manikin effectively, with 90% using the correct turn and direction.

Randomised comparison of the effectiveness of the laryngeal mask airway supreme, i-gel and current practice in the initial airway management of out of hospital cardiac arrest: a feasibility study


A cluster randomised trial of paramedics within one ambulance service in England over a 12-month period, split into groups using either the i-gel or LMA Supreme or usual practice for all patients with non-traumatic adult OHCA. Primary outcome was study feasibility, including recruitment and protocol adherence. Secondary outcomes included survival to hospital discharge and to 90 days. 184 of 535 paramedics consented, with 615 patients recruited. The LMA Supreme arm was suspended following ‘adverse incidents’. No differences were reported in secondary outcomes.

Airway management during cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Bernhard M, Benger JR Curr Opin Crit Care. 2015 Jun; 21(3): 183-7

An evaluation of latest scientific evidence regarding airway management during in- and out-of-hospital CPR.

Performance of intubation with 4 different airway devices by unskilled rescuers: manikin study


LMA Classic, i-gel, PENTAX® Airway Scope® and Macintosh laryngoscope were all tested, with time to ventilation,
intubation success rate and difficulty of intubation measured. Authors conclude that intubation with i-gel was faster and easier.

**i-gel: a new supraglottic device for effective resuscitation of a very low birthweight infant with Cornelia de Lange syndrome**


Successful report of an infant resuscitated at birth using a size 1 i-gel, positioned by a trainee paediatrician at first attempt, after failed face-mask ventilation.

**Simulation analysis of three intubating supraglottic devices during infant chest compression**


Study on performance of air-Q, Ambu Aura-i® and i-gel in a manikin simulation, undertaken by 22 novice physicians. Rate of success and insertion time with and without chest compressions were measured.

**Emergency airway management by paramedics: comparison between standard endotracheal intubation, laryngeal mask airway, and I-gel**


Study to investigate intubation skill levels of 72 paramedics using ETI, LMA and i-gel in a manikin model. The success rate was higher, and the insertion time lower for those using i-gel. There was a 'statistically significant association' between experience level and insertion time of LMA. Authors conclude that paramedics should ‘lay greater emphasis on airway management using supraglottic devices, especially i-gel’.

**Evaluation of chest compression effect on airway management with air-Q, aura-i, i-gel, and Fastrack intubating supraglottic devices by novice physicians: a randomized crossover simulation study**


A group of 20 novice physicians inserted the named devices into manikins with or without chest compressions, whereupon insertion time and successful ventilation rate were measured. In cases of successful ventilation, blind tracheal intubation via the inserted device was performed. Chest compression did not significantly decrease ventilation success rates in each device, however insertion time with i-gel did suffer, according to the authors.

**Higher insertion success with the i-gel supraglottic airway in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest: a randomised controlled trial**

*Middleton PM, Simpson PM, Thomas RE, Bendall JC. Resuscitation. 2014 Jul; 85(7): 893-7*

Subjects with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest were allocated to either the i-gel or Portex Soft Seal laryngeal mask group, within a large Australian ambulance group. Primary outcome was successful insertion of the airway. The i-gel had a significantly higher success rate than Portex® Soft Seal® and significantly lower median ease of insertion scores.
Introduction of the I-gel supraglottic airway device for prehospital airway management in a UK ambulance service


Clinical review of the advanced airway management techniques within the North East Ambulance Service in the UK. i-gel a popular choice for airway management during prehospital cardiopulmonary resuscitation, giving higher successful insertion rates than endotracheal tube. Authors conclude that they anticipate i-gel will be the first choice device for use in prehospital cardiac arrest.

Shift of the i-gel position after chest compression: comparison of fixation methods using Durapore tape, Multipore tape, or a fixation strap


Manikin study to investigate effectiveness of three fixation methods on an automated chest compressor. Fixation strap may prove useful in stabilising i-gel insertion in this scenario.

Role of the i-gel in emergency airway management

_Ueshima H, Asai T. Masui._ 2014 Apr; 63(4): 472-4

Manikin study to assess the role of I-gel in CPR. Results showed the device was significantly easier and faster to insert.

Oxygenation, ventilation, and airway management in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest: a review


A comprehensive review assessing the changing core protocols of treatment of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA), covering basic life support (BLS), oxygenation, passive oxygenation, airway management strategies, intubation, use of supraglottic airways and post-return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) care.

Comparison of blind intubation through the i-gel and ILMA Fastrach by nurses during cardiopulmonary resuscitation: a manikin study


A group of 45 nurses inserted the i-gel and ILMA in a manikin with and without continuous chest compressions. ILMA proved more successful than the i-gel, but continuation of compressions caused higher insertion times in both devices. Authors conclude that nursing staff can use both devices ‘as conduits with comparable success rates, regardless of whether chest compressions are interrupted or not’.

Supraglottic airways: the history and current state of prehospital airway adjuncts


Review discussing the history, developments, benefits and complications of supraglottic devices in prehospital care. Devices covered included Laryngeal Mask Airway, Air-Q and i-gel.
Performance of the i-gel™ during pre-hospital cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Häske D, Schempf B, Gaiier G, Niederberger C. Resuscitation 2013; 84(9): 1229-32
This observational study of i-gel use during CPR assessed ease of insertion, ventilation quality, leak and whether ventilation was possible without chest compression interruption. Insertions were attempted by 63 paramedics and seven emergency physicians in pre-hospital CPR, with an overall 90% first-attempt insertion success rate. Insertion was reported as easy in 80% of cases, with the same figure representing cases with no leak recorded. In 74% of cases, continuous chest compression was still possible. The authors say that, ‘the i-gel is an easy supraglottic device to insert and enables adequate ventilation during CPR’.

A comparison of three supraglottic airway devices used by healthcare professionals during paediatric resuscitation simulation
66 healthcare professionals of differing experience in paediatric airway management participated in a study comparing laryngeal masks, i-gel and laryngeal tube. Separated into three groups and after brief training in each, the participants were asked to place the device. Positioning and time to insert were recorded. Results show that i-gel is superior to both laryngeal mask and laryngeal tube under these circumstances.

Pre-hospital transient airway management using the I-gel with sustained spontaneous breathing in different emergency situations
Tiesmeier J, Emmerich M. Minerva Anestesiol October 5 2010; Epub Ahead Of Print
Three case studies where an i-gel was used in an emergency situation are presented on the back of the authors’ previous knowledge that this SAD has ‘advantageous characteristics’, including quick insertion time, good seal pressures and high success rates. Cases were: a ‘violent’ but sedated male patient; a 69-year-old patient suffering a cerebral seizure; and an unconscious and intoxicated patient found at home. Regurgitation and aspiration were not seen in any case. Authors conclude that, alongside other pre-clinical emergency situations, i-gel can be used in cases of sustained spontaneous breathing, and ‘could be considered for extended use outside the hospital’.

iGel supraglottic airway use during hospital cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Larkin CB, d’Agapeyeff A, King BP, Gabbott DA. Resuscitation 2012; 83(6): E141
100 size 4 i-gel airways were inserted in patients by a mixture of nurses, junior doctors and Resuscitation Officers, either before or after bag valve mask ventilation. 83/100 insertions were considered ‘Easy’ and 82/100 were inserted at the first attempt, with only one attempt resulting in complete failure. Any audible leak and visible chest movement via synchronous and asynchronous ventilation was measured. 99% of users confirmed they would prefer to use i-gel instead of an oropharyngeal airway. Authors confirm that, as a result of their first 100 insertions, i-gel is their preferred supraglottic airway device of choice during the initial phase of CPR whilst the Resuscitation Team is summoned.
Hands-off time during insertion of six airway devices during cardiopulmonary resuscitation: A randomised manikin trial


After an audio-visual lecture and practical demonstration, 40 voluntary emergency medical technicians with limited airway management experience were recruited to perform airway management with six devices, including the i-gel, during sustained compressions on manikins. Hands-off time was significantly longer when inserting a traditional endotracheal tube, whereas the supraglottic devices were inserted successfully on each occasion.

Assessment of the speed and ease of insertion of three supraglottic airway devices by paramedics: a manikin study


In this study, 36 final-year paramedic students were randomised into one of six groups, each of which inserted three airway devices into a manikin in a different order. The devices used were the i-gel, the laryngeal mask airway and the Laryngeal Tube airway. The students were timed while performing each insertion and interviewed afterwards to determine which device they preferred and why. All insertions were successful on the first attempt. The i-gel was significantly faster than its competitors with a mean insertion time of 12.3s. Due to the speed and ease of insertion, 63% of students named the i-gel as their preferred airway.

Airway management for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest – more data required


This editorial discusses the options that are available for airway management when cardiac arrest occurs outside a hospital environment. It is stated that supraglottic airways are easier to insert than endotracheal tubes and have the added benefit of allowing chest compressions to continue while they are inserted. The article references i-gel studies with both positive and negative outcomes. Overall, insertion time was quicker but ventilation was sometimes found to be inadequate. One study showed that the i-gel had a higher leak pressure than the cLMA, however a German study found that the i-gel produced a tight seal at 20cm H₂O in only around half of the patients involved. Most of the available i-gel data comes from small studies. Randomised controlled trials are needed to confirm the performance of the i-gel and other supraglottic airways during CPR.

Pre-hospital resuscitation using the i-gel

Thomas M, Benger J. Resuscitation 2009; 80(12): 1437

This correspondence article describes 12 attempts to ventilate patients in cardiac arrest using the i-gel. The device could usually be inserted on the first attempt; however, on seven out of 12 occasions ventilation was then found to be inadequate. The i-gels were correctly positioned, but there were large leaks. The authors state that the reason for this is unclear, but that the device may be harder to position correctly when patients are not in the most appropriate position for insertion. An alternative explanation is
that higher pressure is needed to ventilate the lungs after cardiac arrest, in which case other supraglottic airways should have the same problem.

Influence of airway management strategy on ‘no-flow time’ in a standardized single rescuer manikin scenario - a comparison between LTS-D and i-gel*

*Wiese CHR, Bahr J, Popov AF, Hinz JM, Graf BM. Resuscitation 2009; 80(1): 100-103

This paper compared i-gel to another supraglottic airway in a manikin cardiac arrest scenario. The study evaluated the effect use of these devices had on No-Flow Time (NFT). The authors stated that ‘an ideal supraglottic airway should be inserted rapidly with minimal training and it should enable controlled ventilation’. i-gel met those criteria during resuscitation in a manikin and NFT was kept as low as possible, consistent with ERC guidelines.

Use of an i-gel* for airway rescue

*Joshi NA, Baird M, Cook TM. Anaesthesia 2008; 63(9): 1010-1026

A middle-aged female patient was scheduled for an elective operation on her hand. She had undergone several general anaesthetics in the past when a cLMA had been used without documented problems. She had a Mallampati score of three and a thyromental distance of 6cm. Face mask ventilation with an oropharyngeal airway was extremely difficult. A pLMA was inserted, but ventilation was not possible. A size four cLMA was also tried with the same result. A size four i-gel was then inserted. This immediately provided unobstructed ventilation and stable oxygenation saturation of 98%.

The authors commented that ‘the i-gel’s role in difficult airway management remains to be established, but its ease of insertion, short wide airway tube and good airway leak pressures make it a potentially useful airway device in cases of difficult mask ventilation.’

Airway techniques and ventilation strategies


This review by Jerry Nolan and Jasmeet Soar discusses the advantages and disadvantages of various methods of airway management during cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and the role of ventilation during out-of-hospital CPR. In the section on supraglottic airways, i-gel was one of a number of devices mentioned. It confirmed that the ease of insertion of the i-gel and its favourable leak pressure make it ‘theoretically very attractive as a resuscitation device for those inexperienced in tracheal intubation’. It also confirmed further study was required.

Effect of chest compressions on the time taken to insert airway devices in a manikin


In this study, 40 volunteer doctors regularly involved in CPR, were timed inserting four different airway devices, including i-gel and a tracheal tube, with and without stopping chest compressions. Comparison of the speed of insertion of the different devices during CPR allowed ranking of the devices. The i-gel was inserted approximately 50% faster than the other devices tested.
The i-gel® supraglottic airway: A potential role for resuscitation?


A letter on initial findings following clinical use of i-gel in 100 patients. In order to evaluate its potential use in a resuscitation setting, the investigators confined their use to a size four device. They used i-gel on 100 patients undergoing elective surgery under general anaesthesia. The device was used in patients with a weight range of 40-100kg. In 98/100 cases, the i-gel was adequately positioned on the first or second attempt. The mean and median leak on sustained pressure was 24cm H₂O. Airway trauma, demonstrated by visible blood on the device on removal, was only detected on one occasion. There was one case of regurgitation. The gastric fluid was successfully vented through the oesophageal drainage port without any evidence of aspiration.

The i-gel® airway for ventilation and rescue ventilation


This case report concerns use of an i-gel on a teenage patient scheduled for closure of colostomy. Two years previously he had a grade 3 (Cormack & Lehane) view at laryngoscopy. On this occasion there were no clinical features to predict difficult intubation. Laryngoscopy revealed a grade 4 view. Two attempts at tracheal intubation with a gum elastic bougie failed. A cLMA was inserted. Despite providing satisfactory ventilation, two attempts at fibreoptic intubation through the device failed. A size 4 i-gel was inserted and satisfactory ventilation achieved. After fibreoptic confirmation of a good view of the vocal cords, a size 6.5mm cuffed tracheal tube was successfully passed through the i-gel blindly into the trachea at the first attempt. The i-gel was left in place until extubation.

The i-gel® supraglottic airway: A potential role for resuscitation?


A letter on initial findings following clinical use of i-gel in 100 patients. In order to evaluate its potential use in a resuscitation setting, the investigators confined their use to a size four device. They used i-gel on 100 patients undergoing elective surgery under general anaesthesia. The device was used in patients with a weight range of 40-100kg. In 98/100 cases, the i-gel was adequately positioned on the first or second attempt. The mean and median leak on sustained pressure was 24cm H₂O. Airway trauma, demonstrated by visible blood on the device on removal, was only detected on one occasion. There was one case of regurgitation. The gastric fluid was successfully vented through the oesophageal drainage port without any evidence of aspiration.

The i-gel® supraglottic airway and resuscitation - some initial thoughts

Soar J. Resuscitation 2007; 74(1): 197

Case report detailing use of i-gel during cardiac arrest, with insertion of the device taking less than 10 seconds and ventilation was achieved without a leak.
Conduit for Intubation

A comparison of the Macintosh laryngoscope and blind intubation via I-gel in intubating an entrapped patient: A randomized crossover manikin study


Letter to the editor with the results of the author’s comparison manikin study on tracheal intubation and blind intubation via an i-gel in a difficult airway management scenario simulating restricted access to a trapped patient. Of the 27 paramedics involved none had experience in blind intubation. First attempt success rate was 51.8% with tracheal intubation and 92.6% with i-gel.

Are nurses able to perform blind intubation? Randomized comparison of I-gel and laryngeal mask airway


Manikin study to assess effectiveness of blind intubation through the i-gel, LMA Classic and a standard cuffed tracheal tube, performed by 34 nurses in CPR conditions across two scenarios (with and without chest compressions). Primary measure was time to intubation. i-gel recorded a lower median time to intubation and higher, statistically significant, successful insertion rates in both scenarios. Performing compressions doesn’t significantly affect time to perform blind intubation in this setting, but reduces the effectiveness of first intubation attempt. i-gel was faster in both scenarios.

A comparison of various supraglottic airway devices for fiberoptical guided tracheal intubation


Random assignment of 52 adult patients to different supraglottic devices, from: Laryngeal Tube, LMA, i-gel, LMA Unique, LMA Supreme and Aura-once. After successful ventilation, device positioning was examined to assess glottic opening. Glottic view ranged from 40% for Laryngeal Tube to 90%, with i-gel recording 70%.

Comparison of the Macintosh laryngoscope and blind intubation via the iGEL for intubation with cervical spine immobilization: A randomized, crossover, manikin trial


Paramedics performed standard intubation and blind intubation in three airway scenarios. Results show that blind intubation with the i-gel was superior to ETI performed by paramedics.

Comparison of blind intubation through the I-gel and the Air-Q™ by novice physicians during cardiopulmonary resuscitation: A randomized, crossover, manikin trial


Letter to the editor describing author’s study comparing blind intubation using the two named devices by 36 novice physicians. Time to intubation was ‘significantly shorter’ with the i-gel, and overall 80.6% of participants preferred
Continuous ventilation during intubation through a supraglottic airway device guided by fiberoptic bronchoscopy: a observational assessment
An observational study using Tracheal intubation Assisted by Bronchoscopy And Sad during Continuous Oxygenation (TABASCO) method through the i-gel. Easy intubation was secured in all patients with no adverse events recorded.

Tracheal intubation through I-gel performed during simulated cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Manikin study to compare the efficacy of ETI performed by 27 nurses using the i-gel as a guide with/without chest compressions. Results showed that in this scenario, nurses were able to perform blind intubation using the i-gel with ‘high efficiency’.

Fiberoptic-guided intubation after insertion of the i-gel airway device in spontaneously breathing patients with difficult airway predicted: a prospective observational study
After i-gel insertion in 85 adult patients, general anaesthesia was induced to place an endotracheal tube by fibreoptic bronchoscope. i-gel insertion time, intubation time and oxygen saturation were monitored. Authors conclude this to be a safe and effective technique.

Intubation Success through I-gel® and Intubating Laryngeal Mask Airway® Using Flexible Silicone Tubes: A Randomised Noninferiority Trial
Study on 120 patients comparing intubation success through i-gel or ILMA. Overall success rate proved lower with i-gel in this scenario, with no differences in secondary outcomes.

Endotracheal intubation using i-gel® and lightwand in a patient with difficult airway: a case report
Report of i-gel used to ventilate a 59-year-old male with rotator cuff syndrome after failed tracheal intubation.

I-gel Versus LMA-Fastrach Supraglottic Airway for Flexible Bronchoscope-Guided Tracheal Intubation Using a Parker (GlideRite) Endotracheal Tube: A Randomized Controlled Trial
120 patients were randomly assigned to i-gel or LMA Fastrach groups, with tracheal intubation and mask insertion success rate measured. Use of i-gel as a conduit in this scenario is equivalent to Fastrach, however gives shorter intubation times and a better visualisation of the
A randomized comparison between the i-gel™ and the air-Q™ supraglottic airways when used by anesthesiology trainees as conduits for tracheal intubation in children


96 children aged one month to six years were randomised into either i-gel or air-Q groups, with time to successful tracheal intubation the primary end point. Both served as effective conduit devices in this scenario.

A comparison of fibreoptic-guided tracheal intubation through the Ambu® Aura-i™, the intubating laryngeal mask airway and the i-gel™: a manikin study

de Lloyd LJ, Subash F, Wilkes AR, Hodzovic I. Anaesthesia. 2015 May; 70(5): 591-7

Thirty Anaesthetists each performed two tracheal intubations through each device. i-gel was the quickest device, with no failed intubation reported, compared to six for the Aura-I.

Tracheal Intubation via the i-gel and the Aintree Intubation Catheter in a Patient with Unexpected Difficult Intubation


Report of a successful case of a 64-year-old male difficult to intubate using a Macintosh laryngoscope, intubated via an i-gel.

I-gel Laryngeal Mask Airway Combined with Tracheal Intubation Attenuate Systemic Stress Response in Patients Undergoing Posterior Fossa Surgery.


Patients were allocated to either tracheal tube intubation or i-gel facilitated intubation groups, with haemodynamic profile, oxidative response and anaesthesia recovery parameters measured. Using i-gel combined with an endotracheal tube in this scenario proved safe and effective, ‘leading to uneventful recovery’.

Nasopharyngeal airway as an aid to remove i-gel™ after endotracheal intubation through the device


Use of NPA to aid removal of i-gel was evaluated in 20 adult patients - in 17 the device was inserted at the first attempt. No complications such as gagging and laryngospasm were noted during insertion or removal of i-gel.

Fiberoptic-guided tracheal intubation through the i-gel supraglottic airway


Bronchoscopic view through the i-gel was graded after insertion, whereupon tracheal intubation was performed and the i-gel removed. First attempt at intubation successful in all 52 patients.

Comparison of supraglottic devices i-gel(®) and LMA Fastrach(®) as conduit for endotracheal intubation

glottic opening.

Two randomised groups were assigned either device and after insertion, blind tracheal intubation was attempted. Success at first attempt and overall intubation success rates were assessed. Authors concluded that the i-gel is ‘a better device’ for rescue ventilation.

Utility of the Aintree Intubation Catheter in fiberoptic tracheal intubation through the three types of intubating supraglottic airways: a manikin simulation study


Manikin trial comparing LMA Fastrach single use, air-Q and i-gel with success rate of tracheal intubation, intubation time and collision with the glottis measured. Results suggest Fastrack took longer to intubate with a higher failure rate, and the Aintree Intubation Catheter reduces collisions.

Tracheal intubation with a camera embedded in the tube tip (Vivasight™)


Study on tracheal intubation in manikins and patients with a camera embedded in the tip of the tracheal tube Vivasight™ pre-loaded in a size 5 i-gel. All attempted intubations were successful, with a mean time of 1.4 seconds, and was faster when compared to intubation via LMA.

The i-gel® supraglottic airway- a useful tool in case of difficult fiberoptic intubation


A 69-year-old man with a history of difficult intubation could not be intubated via conventional bronchoscopy. Different ETT sizes and airway manoeuvres were tried without success, until the bronchoscope was properly placed through a size 5 i-gel. Operation was completed without complication and the patient reported no neck discomfort or difficulty breathing.

Tracheal intubation through i-gel® conduit in a child with post-burn contracture


Report of i-gel (size 2.5) used as a conduit for intubation on a nine-year-old girl scheduled for post-burn contracture with limited neck extension. Spontaneous ventilation and depth of anaesthesia were maintained, even after removal of the i-gel. Authors conclude that fibreoptic ventilation through i-gel is a ‘highly successful technique’.

Tracheal intubation through the i-gel® Supraglottic airway versus the LMA Fastrach*: A randomized controlled trial


160 patients were randomised for blind intubation via i-gel or LMA Fastrach. First attempt and overall success rates were recorded and time to intubation was measured.
Reply to letter: Comparison of the i-gel® supraglottic airway as a conduit for tracheal intubation with the intubating laryngeal mask airway

Michalek, P, Donaldson, W. Resuscitation 2010 July; 81(7): 911

This article is a response to Xue et al (2010). The authors generally agree that there are limitations to this study. However, the tracheal tubes used were noticeably longer than the body of the i-gel. Although the results of manikin studies cannot be extrapolated to clinical practice, they are an important part of the testing needed before a product is used on patients.

Comparison of the i-gel® supraglottic airway as a conduit for tracheal intubation with the intubating laryngeal mask airway

Xue, FS, Wang, Q, Yuan, YJ, Xiong, J, Liao, X. Resuscitation 2010 July; 81(7): 910

This letter points out some issues with the manikin intubation study carried out by Michalek et al (2010). The study claimed to compare fibreoptic and blind intubations in the i-gel and ILMA, however only the blind intubation was fully assessed. It may have been more useful to compare a wider range of intubation aids. The authors warn that endotracheal tubes are often a similar length to the intubating airway, and that removal should be studied. It is stated that the results of the study only apply to manikins, not clinical practice.

Comparison of fibrescope guided intubation via the classic laryngeal mask airway and i-gel® in a manikin


This randomised crossover study compared the cLMA to the i-gel during endotracheal intubation of a manikin. 32 anaesthetists took part in the study. For each device, two intubations took place with the tracheal tube directly over the fibrescope and two used an Aintree Intubation Catheter. Intubation took significantly less time with the i-gel using both methods. Five oesophageal intubations occurred with the cLMA. Anaesthetists stated a preference for the i-gel due to the ease of use. The authors conclude that the i-gel is a more appropriate choice for intubation than the cLMA.

A comparison of the i-gel supraglottic airway as a conduit for tracheal intubation with the intubating laryngeal mask airway: a manikin study


In this study 25 anaesthetists carried out blind and fibreoptic intubations through the ILMA and i-gel devices. The study took place with three different airway training manikins. There was no difference in the success rate of fibreoptic intubations between the two airways. During blind intubation, the i-gel was significantly less successful. The i-gel is therefore recommended for fibreoptic intubation only.

i-gel supraglottic airway for rescue airway management and as a conduit for intubation in a patient with acute respiratory failure

Campbell J, Michalek P, Deighan M. Resuscitation. 2009 Aug; 80(8): 963

This case report details the case of a
54-year-old man with acute respiratory failure, who had a grade four view at laryngoscopy. He was difficult to bag-mask ventilate and a laryngeal mask was inserted as an airway rescue technique. As ventilation was not possible with this device, it was removed and a size four i-gel inserted. This allowed good ventilation. A fibrescope was passed down the airway channel and a 7.0mm endotracheal tube passed over the fibrescope and through the i-gel. The i-gel was then removed, leaving the airway secure.
MRI and Extreme Environments

Impact of airway management strategies on magnetic resonance image quality


Study to determine effectiveness of airway management techniques in overcoming MRI artifacts, using images obtained from electronic records. Use of no airway device; oral, nasal or supraglottic airway (SGA); or tracheal tube were the techniques assessed. Authors conclude use of SGA ‘significantly improves image quality.’

Evaluation of the efficacy of six supraglottic devices for airway management in dark conditions: a crossover randomized simulation trial


17 novice doctors and 15 experienced performed insertion of ProSeal, LMA Classic, LMA Supreme, Laryngeal Tube, air-Q and i-gel in light and dark conditions on an adult manikin. Authors conclude that Supreme, i-gel, laryngeal tube and air-Q are more effective in the dark, and that anatomically shaped supraglottic airway devices may help novice doctors.

Comparison of five 2nd-generation supraglottic airway devices for airway management performed by novice military operators


Prospective, randomised, single-blinded study comparing five supraglottic airway devices (ProSeal LMA, Supreme LMA, SLIPA, Laryngeal Tube Suction-D and i-gel) in low light conditions on 505 patients after induction of general anaesthesia. Insertion time was shortest in Supreme LMA and i-gel groups.

Use of i-gel in magnetic resonance imaging


Image quality and trauma evidence were measured in 10 adult patients undergoing MRI. Authors conclude i-gel causes the least ferromagnetic interference compared with other devices and improves the image quality.

Magnetic resonance imaging study of the in vivo position of the extraglottic airway devices i-gel™ and LMASupreme™ in anaesthetized human volunteers


This randomized cross-over study of 12 volunteer patients was conducted primarily to measure the in situ position of the LMA Supreme and i-gel via MRI scan. Position was also assessed functionally and optically by fibrescope. Results showed that the devices differed significantly: the LMA Supreme protruded deeper into the oesophageal sphincter, whilst i-gel caused greater compression of the tongue. Glottic aperture reduction and hyoid bone displacement were also measured. Authors deem the results relevent to the risk of
aspiration, glottic narrowing, airway resistance and soft-tissue morbidity.

The i-gel - A promising airway device for magnetic resonance imaging suite

Two successful cases of paediatric i-gel used to manage the airway during brain MRI under general anaesthesia. The first, a three-month-old, was maintained using size one; whilst a size two was used on the second case, a boy aged three-and-a-half with a Mallampati score of two. Usual capnography readings taken to ensure secure placement, and in both cases there was no evidence of desaturation. Compared to other laryngeal mask airways, the authors conclude that i-gel suffers no risk of displacement, meaning intubation does not have to be repeated on known sensitive patients. They also deduce that i-gel has other advantages, including ease of insertion and minimum adverse effects on removal of the device. Large studies are required, however, to ‘confirm its usefulness’.

Insertion of six different supraglottic airway devices whilst wearing chemical, biological, radiation, nuclear-person protective equipment: a manikin study

Six different supraglottic airway devices, including i-gel, were tested by 58 paramedics for speed and ease of insertion in a manikin, whilst wearing either a standard uniform or chemical, biological, radiation, nuclear-person protective equipment (CBRN-PPE). During the latter test, i-gel was the fastest of the six to insert with a mean insertion time of 19 seconds. Overall, the wearing of CBRN-PPE has a detrimental effect on insertion time of supraglottic airways.

Paediatric i-gel evaluation under nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

70 children who were already scheduled for a cranial MRI scan took part in this study. The epiglottis was found to be in the bowl of the i-gel in all patients, however the device still performed well.

Extraglottic airway devices for use in diving medicine - part 3: the i-gel®
Acott CJ. Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine 2008; 38(3): 124-127

This study looked at the use of i-gel in airway management of a patient in a diving bell or deck decompression chamber. The study highlighted the potential limitations of some supraglottic airways used in Hyperbaric Medicine, such as possible cuff expansion with a decrease in pressure on decompression and change in cuff volume due to gas diffusion as the gas mixtures change, problems not associated with i-gel. It showed that, subjectively, there was no change in the consistency of the i-gel at 203 and 283kPa pressure and that no bubbles were detected following decompression from 203, 283 or 608kPa. The i-gel was also preferred by the Diver Medical Technicians (DMTs) to the alternative device included in the manikin section of the study because it ‘lacked a cuff and was easier to insert from any position’.
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